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ABSTRACT 

This report documents the technical evaluation of the e l e c t r i c a l , 
instrumentat ion, and control design aspects of the low temperature over
pressure protect ion system for the Haddam Neck nuclear power p lan t . Design 
basis cr i ter ia used to evaluate the acceptability of the system included 
operator action, system testab i l i ty , single fai lure cr i ter ion, and seismic 
Category I and IEEE Std-Z79-1971 cr i te r ia . This report is supplied as part 
of the Selected Electr ical, Instrunentation, and Control Systems Issues 
Support Program being conducted for the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
by Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. 
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION OF THE 
ELECTRICAL, INSTRUMENTATION, AND CONTROL DESIGN ASPECTS 
OF THE LOW TEMPERATURE OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION SYSTEM 

FOR THE HADDAM NECK NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 

1. INTRODUCTION 

By letter to the Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company (CYAPCO) 
dated August 11, 1976, the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) re
quested an evaluation of system designs to determine susceptibility to 
overpressurization events and an analysis of these possible events, a^d 
propose?, interim and permanent modifications to the systems and procedures 
to reduce the likelihood and consequences of such events. By letter dated 
September 3, 1976 and subsequent letters (refer to the Appendix), the 
Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company submitted the additional informa
tion requested by the NRC staff, including the administrative operating 
procedures and the proposed low temperature overpressure protection mitiga
ting system. The system hardware includes sensors, actuating mechanisms, 
alarms, and valves to prevent a reactor coolant system transient from 
exceeding the pressure and temperature limits rvf the Technical Specifica
tions for Haddam Neck as required by the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 
10, Part 50 (10 CFR 50), Appendix G. 

The purpose of this report is to evaluate the Licensee's equip
ment and procedures based on the information provided (refer to the Appen
dix), and to define how well they meet the criteria established by NRC as 
necessary to prevent unacceptable overpressurization events. 
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2. EVALUATION OF HADDAM NECK 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Review of the Haddam Neck low temperature overpressure protection 

system design by CYAPCO was begun in 1976 at NRC's request. The overall 
approach to eliminating overpressure events incorporates administrative, 
procedural, and hardware controls, with reliance upon the plant operator 
as the principal line of defense. Preventive administrative/procedural 
measures include: 

(1) Procedural precautions. 

(2) Deenergization (power removed) of nonessential and 
essential components which are not required to be 
operable during the cold shutdown mode of operat ion. 

(3) Maintenance of a non -wa te r - so l i d reac to r coo lan t 
system condi t ion whenever possible. 

(4) Incorporation of a low pressure r e l i e f setpoint f o r 
the newly i n s t a l l e d sp r i ng - l oaded r e l i e f va lves 
(SLRV's). 

The design basis c r i t e r i a tha t were applied in evaluat ing the 
acceptabi l i ty of the e l e c t r i c a l , instrumentat ion, and control aspects of 
the low temperature overpressure protect ion system (OPS) are as fo l lows: 

(1) Operator Act ion . No assumption of operator action i s 
made u n t i l ten minutes a f ter the operator i s aware, 
through an act ion alarm, that a pressure t ransient i s 
in progress. 

(2) Single Fa i lure C r i t e r i o n . The OPS shal l be designed 
to protect the reactor vessel given a single f a i l u r e 
which is i n addi t ion to the f a i l u r e that i n i t i a t e d the 
pressure t rans ien t . 

(3) System T e s t a b i l i t y . The OPS must be testab le on a 
periodic basis p r io r to dependence on the OPS to 
perform i t s func t ion . 
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(4) Seismic Category I and IEEE Std-279-1971 C r i t e r i a . 
The UPS should satisfy both the seismic Category I and 
IEEE Std-279-1971 c r i te r ia . The basic objective is 
that tha OPS should not be vulnerable to a fa i lure 
mode that would both in i t i a te 3 pressure transiert and 
disable the low temperature overpressure mitigating 
system. Events such as loss of instrument air and 
loss of o f fs i te power must be considered. 

2.2 CYAPCO OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION SYSTEM DESIGN 
The CYAPCO OPS design information detailed in this section was 

derived from Reference 19 in the Appendix. Ttie CYAPCO design for the 
Haddam Neck OPS is based on the use of two new SLRV's which are Isolated 
from the pressurizer/reactor coolant system during normal operating con
ditions by two new motor-operated isolation valves. In conjunction with 
specific procedural controls, the following requirements are defined: 

(1) Each SLRV w i l l provide suff icient and redundant re l ie f 
capacity to ensure that the reactor coolant system 
{RCS) pressure remains within the operating l im i ts . 
The SLRV low pressure setpoint w i l l be 380 psig. 

(2) Each isolation motor-operated valve (MOV) w i l l be 
controlled by an independent control switch located on 
the reactor control board in the main control room. 

(3) A 340°F-temperature interlock and alarm w i l l be pro
vided to ensure SLRV system lineup at RCS temperatures 
below 340 F. The pressure and temperature l imi ts used 
for the operation of the mitigating system are based 
on the projected 14-year operating l im i t curve, re l ie f 
valve accumulation, ard the objective to retain opera
tional f l e x i b i l i t y to the maximum extent practical. 

(4) Additional assurance of preventing inadvertent blow-
down at RCS temperatures above 340 F is provided by 
the inclusion of a 380-psig pressure permissive signal 
which prevents opening of the isolation MOV's during 
normal reactor operating conditions and in the high 
pressure ranges of RCS heatup and cool down. 

The control circuits for the two isolation MOV's in each re l ie f 
t ra in u t i l i ze independent instrument loops and control logic. The twn 
pressure-sensing instrument loops are P-403 and P-404, one for each re l i e f 
t ra in . The two temperature-sensing loops are T-423 and T-433. The control 
c ircui ts are separated from one another as much as physical l imitations 
permit. To ensure that the SLRV's are in direct contact with the RCS at 
the required pressure and temperature, a basic sequence which combines 
operator action and warnifig alarms has been incorporated into the isolation 
MOV ci rcui t ry logic. A detailed discussion of these actions and corres
ponding alarms follows. 
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In accordance wi th plant cool down procedures, both the RCS pres
sure and temperature are decreased uniformly down to approximately 3P0 F 
and 350-400 ps ig . Pr ior to cooling the RCS below 340 F, operating pro
cedures w i l l require act ivat ion of the OPS by set t ing the i so la t ion MOV 
switches to the "open" pos i t ion . To ensure OPS enabl ing, a combination of 
audio/visual alarms w i l l be i n i t i a t ed when the RCS temperature i s equal to 
or less than 340 F and the pressure is equal to or less than 380 ps ig . 

Alarm cancel lat ion requires operator acknowledgment by placing 
the hand switches in the "open" pos i t ion . The i so la t ion MOV's cannot be 
closed at temperatures below 340 F in order to prevent inadvertent valve 
closures. The only valve closures that w i l l be permitted w i l l be for RCS 
hydrostatic t es t s . This inter lock assures r e l i e f system a v a i l a b i l i t y when 
the RCS i s susceptible to low temperature pressure t rans ients . In addi
t i o n , the 380-psig pressure inter lock prevents opening of the i so la t ion 
MOV's at pressures which would resul t in unnecessary reactor coolant d is 
charge. 

During plant heatup, operating procedures w i l l maintain the ECS 
pressure below 380 psig un t i l the RCS temperature i s greater than 340 F. 
When the RCS temperature exceeds 340 F, operating procedures w i l l require 
that the overpressurization system be taken out of service ( i . e . , that the 
two iso la t ion MOV's be closed). To ensure system iso la t ion once the RCS 
temperature increases above 340 F, a combination of audio/visual alarms 
w i l l be activated un t i l the operator cancels the alarms by placing the 
switches in the "closed" pos i t ion. Once the r e l i e f system i s i so la ted , 
plant heatup w i l l continue accordingly. 

£.3 EVALUATION OF HADDAM NECK USING DESIGN BASIS CRITERIA 

Haddam Neck was evaluated under the guidance of the four design 
basis c r i t e r i a stated in Section 2.1 of t h i s evaluat ion, and with speci f ic 
at tent ion given to various pertinent NRC s ta f f posit ions resu l t ing from 
these c r i t e r i a . Sections 2.3.1 through 2.3.4 are concerned with the four 
design c r i t e r i a . 

2.3.1 Operator Action 

In each design basis transient analyzed, no credit for operator-
action was assimed until 10 minutes after the initiation of the RCS over
pressurization transient and after the operator is made aware of the over
pressure transient by the low temperature overpressure transient alarm. 
2.3.2 Single Failure Criterion 

The CYAPCO Haddam Neck single f a i l u r e c r i t e r i o n information 
detai led in t h i s section was derived from Reference 19. The CYAPCO Haddam 
Neck OPS is designed to protect the reactor vessel given a single f a i l u r e 
in addi t ion to the fa i l u re that i n i t i a ted the overpressure t rans ient . 
Redundant or diverse pressure protection channels are used to sat is fy the 
s ing le f a i l u r e c r i t e r i o n . 
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Compliance wi th the s ing le f a i l u r e c r i t e r i o n i s achieved by 
provid.ng separate sensors, actuat ing mechanisms, and two f u l l - c a p a c i t y 
SLRV's used in conjunct ion wi th procedural and admin is t ra t ive cont ro ls 
described below. 

The design basis t rans ients fo r the proposed RCS overpressure 
protect ion system are: 

(1) Energy Add i t i on . Reactor coolant pump (RCP) s t a r t 
w i th J secondary-to-primary temperature d i f f e r e n t i a l 
o f 50 F and a sol id water RCS system. 

(2) Mass A d d i t i o n . I nadver ten t h igh -p ressu re s a f e t y 
i n j ec to r pump (HPS1P) actuat ion and i n j ec t i on i n to a 
so l i d water RCS system. 

(3) Mass Add i t i on . Inadvertent charging pump actuat ion 
and" i n j e c t i o n in to a water -so l id RCS system w i th 
letdown i so la ted . 

Consistent w i th the s ingle f a i l u r e c r i t e r i o n , the means o f pro
tec t ion fo r ^ s i g n basis t rans ients are as fo l l ows : 

(1) For water -so l id RCS cond i t ions , RCS operat ion w i l l be 
i n i t i a t e d only when the secondaryrto-primary tempera
ture d i f f e r e n t i a l i s less than 50 F. This temperature 
l i m i t a t i o n w i l l ensure that one SLRV has s u f f i c i e n t 
discharge c a p a b i l i t y t o mi t iga te the design t rans ien t 
of the generic analysis and, t he re fo re , to maintain 
pressure w i th in the low temperature pressure l i m i t s of 
the Haddam Neck projected 14-year operat ing l i m i t 
curves. However, i t i s noted tha t the admin is t ra t ive 
l i m i t f o r a secoodary-to-pri. iary temperature d i f f e r e n 
t i a l is 0 to 20 F in order to avoid potent ia l primary 
coolant discharges ( i . e . , the secondary side must be 
equal to or colder than the primary s ide ) . 

(2) A s ingle SLRV hrs su f f i c i en t capacity to maintain the 
primary system pressure w i th in the 11-year operat ing 
l i m i t s curve due to inadvertent charging pump s t a r t . 

(3) By procedural and admin is t rat ive c o n t r o l s , the HPSlP's 
and the associated discharge valves w i l l be disabled 
p r i o r to decreasing the primary system temperaturn 
below 340 F. This w i l l e l iminate any potent ia l f o r 
primary coolant blowdown due to inadvertent HPSI or 
safety i n j e c t i o n signal ac tua t ion . 

We conclude that >.he CYAPCO Haddam Neck OPS sa t i s f i es the NkC 
s ta f f s ingle f a i l u r e c r i t e r i o n . 
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2,3.3 System Tes tab i l i t y 

The NRC s ta f f pos i t ion requires tha t the OPS control c i r c u i t r y 
from pressure sensor to valve solenoid shal l be tested p r io r to each heatup 
and cooldown. The SLRV's should be tested during each re fue l i ng . Devia
t ions from these c r i t e r i a should be j u s t i f i e d . 

CYAPCO states in Reference 19 that adequate tes t ing is considered 
to be confirmation that an input signal to the i so la t i on MOV contra! - ' in i t i 
ates valve opening. A channel funct ional test o f the associated instrumen
ta t i on and control hardware w i l l be conducted once per cold shutdown to 
confirm the design l og i c . Valve tes t ing and frequency w i l l be conducted 
consistent with the applicable requirements of the ASM: Bo i le r and Pressure 
Vessel Code, Section X I . 

Testing of the SLRV's once each cold shutdown can be accomplished 
by e i ther removing the SLRV's and test ing them on a hydrostat ic test r i g , 
or by a contro l led RCS pressure increase above 380 psig when the P.CS tem
perature i s between 300 F and 340 F. This temperature requirement p-ovides 
the greatest pressure range between SLRV setpoint and curve l im i t a t i ons 
( re fer t o 10 CFR 60, Appendix G). 

The safety evaluation report (SER), dated Hay 1978, by the NRC 
Reactor Safety Branch/Division of Operating Reactors (RSB/DOR) f o r the 
Haddam Neck OPS states tha t : 

(1) Tes tab i l i t y w i l l be provided. 

(2) The Licensee has stated that the four OPS MOV's w i l l 
be mechanically tested in accordance wi th the require
ments specif ied in Section X'. o f the ASME code, and 
w i l l be e l e c t r i c a l l y tested by confirming proper motor 
and valve movement in response to an input s i g n J 
( e . g . , opening or c los ing) . A channel funct ional tes t 
associated with the MOV in ter locks and controls w i l l 
be conducted once per re fue l ing shutdown. The SLRV's 
setpoint w i l l also be v e r i f i e d each re fue l ing outage 
e i ther by a bench test (removal of the SLRV *or tes t 
at a tes t ing f a c i l i t y ) , or by an in-place tes t (done 
by pressurizing the RCS up to the SLRV se tpo i i t w i th 
alternate sets of MOV's open so that each SLRV :an be 
checked). 

(3) The Licensee's tes t ing requirements are fu r ther c l a r i 
f ied in the Technical Specif icat ions proposed in t h e i r 
Reference 15 submittal and discussed in Section 5.2 
here in, and are acceptable. 

We conclude that the CYAPCO Haddam Neck OPS sa t i s f i es the NRC 
s t a f f t e s t a b i l i t y c r i t e r i a . 
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2.3.4 Seismic Design and IEEE Std-279-1971 C r i t e r i a 

CPAPCO states in Reference 19 tf iat seianic Category 1 and IEEE 
Std-279-1971 c r i t e r i a were considered in the design of the OPS. The SLRV's 
and thfi associated instrumentation and control hardware w i l l serve as the 
long-U'i-m mi t igat ing system fo r low temperature .1C3 overpressur izat ion, 
based on the ex is t ing applicable plant c r i t e r i a and the fol lowing consid
erat ions: 

(1) IEEE Std-?79-i971 c r i t e r i a w i l l be implemented w i th in 
the l im i ta t ions of the or ig ina l plant design and con
s t ruc t ion philosophy, The control c i r c u i t s fo r each 
valve t r a i n w i l l be impendent of each other. 

(2) The i so la t ion MOV's and SLRV's were designed and 
manufactured in accordance wi th thfc ASHE Boi ler and 
Pressure Vessel Code, Sect ion I I I (1972 E d i t i o n ) . 
Iso lat ion MOV's are c lass i f i ed as Class 1 valves and 
the r e l i e f valves are c lass i f ied as Class 2. The 
subject valves were designed to be capable of opera
t i ng during and a f te r a seismic acceleration of 3.0 g 
in any d i r ec t i on . Therefore, I t is concluded that 
each valve assembly has been designed f o r Category I 
seismic design condit ions. 

I J ) The e lec t r ica and control c i r c u i t r y i n s t a l l a t i o n for 
the i so la t ion MGV's are consistent with the requi re
ments of the or ig ina l plant design philosophy. 

We cocciu a that the CYAPCO H-jddam Neck CfS sa t i s f i es the NRC 
sta f f seismic design and IEEE Std-279-1971 c r i t e r i a . 

2.f, ALARM SYSTEMS DESIGNS AW OPERATION 

Specif ic de ta i l s concerning alarm systems design and operation 
for the OPS are described below. 

2.4.1 High-Pressure Alarm 

The NRC s ta f f posi t ion requires that a high-pressure audio/visual 
alarm shall be used during low RCS temperature operations as an e f fec t i ve 
means to provide unambiguous information and a le r t the operator that a 
pressure transient is in progress. 

CYAPCO states in Reference 19 that the high-pressure alarm system 
design i s as fo l lows: 

(1) An overpressure-transient alarm is ins ta l led to a le r t 
the operator whenever RCS pressure approaches the 
operating l i m i t curves described in Appendix G, 10 CFR 
50. 
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(2) The overpressure transient alarm operates from new 
bistables and annunciates on the main control board 
when the reactor coolant pressure exceeds 400 psig and 
only when the isolation MOV hand switches are in the 
"open" position ( i . e . , when the RCS temperature is 
below 340°F). 

(3) The pressure signals PT-403 and PT-404 are pcrfered 
from a 480-Vac source capable of beir.>' energized from 
either of the emergency diesel generators upon loss of 
normal power". 

We conclude that this design satisfies the NRC staff position. 

2.4.2 Isolation Valve Alarm 

The NRC staff position requires that 

(1) The upstream isolation valve shall be wired into the 
overpressure protection alarm in such a way that the 
alarm wi l l not clear unless the system is enabled and 
the isolation valve is open. 

(2) The alarm shall be of the audio/visual type and pro
vide unambiguous information to the operator. 

CYAPCO states in Reference 19 that the isolation valve alarm 
system design is as follows: 

(1) The two MOV isolation valves are wired into the RCS 
OPS such that the hard-switch activation of the pro
tection system results in the opening of the isolation 
val-'es. 

(2) An open-close indicator for each isolation valve is 
provided on the main control board. 

Me conclude that t h i s design does NOT f u l l y sat is fy IEEE 
Std-279-1971(4.20) and the NRC staff position. We reconmend the instal la
t ion of an audio/visual alarm that provides unambiguous information to the 
operator. 

2.4.3 Enable Alarm 

The NRC staff position requires that 

(1) An alarm shall be activated as part of the plant 
cool down process to ensure that the SLRV "low" set-
point is activated before the RCS temperature is equal 
to or less than 340 F. 



(2) The alarm shall be of the audio/visual type and pro
vide unambiguous information to the operator. 

In accordance with plant cooldown procedures discussed in Refer
ence 19, both the RCSI pressure and temperature are decreased uniformly down 
to approximately 300 F and 350-400 psig. Prior to cooling the RCS below 
340 F, operating procedures w i l l require the activation of the OPS by 
setting the isolation MOV switches to the "open" position. 

CYAP̂ O states in Reference 19 that the enable alarm system design 
is as follows: 

(1) A combination of audio/visual alarms wi l l be in i t ia ted 
to ensure system activation when the RCS temperature 
is equal to or less than 340 F and the pressure is 
equal to or less than 380 psig. 

(2) Alarm cancellation requires operator acknowledgment by 
placing the hand switches in the "open" position. 

(3) The isolation MOV's cannot be closed at temperatures 
below 340 F in order to prevent inadvertent valve 
closures. The only valve closures that w i l l be per
mitted w i l l be for RCS hydrostatic tests. This inter
lock ensures re l ie f system avai lab i l i ty when the RCS 
is susceptible to low temperature pressure transients. 
In addition, the 330-psig pressure interlock prevents 
opening of the isolation MOV's at pressures which 
could result in unnecessary reactor coolant discharge. 

We conclude that this design satisfies the NRC staff position. 

2.4.4 Disable Alarm 

The NRC staff position requires that 

(1) An alarm shall be activated as part of the plant 
heatup process to ensure that the SLRV's ire reset to 
the "h igh" set/joint when the RCS temperature is 
greater than 340 F. 

(2) The alarm shall be of the audio/visual type and pro
vide unambiguous information to the opera^ *. 

CYAPC0 states in Reference 19 that the disable alarm system 
design is as follows: 

(1) During plant heatup, operating procedures w i l l main
tain the RCS pressure below 380 psig unti l the RCS 
temperature is greater than 340 F. When the RCS 
temperature exceeds 340 F, operating procedures w i l l 
require that the OPS be taken out of service ( i . e . , 
when the two isolation MOV's are closed). 
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(2) To ensure system Isolation once the PCS temperature 
increases above 340 F, a combination of audio/visual 
alarms will be initiated until the operator cancels 
the alarms by placing the switches in the "closed' 
position. Once the relief system is isolated, plant 
neatup will continue accordingly. 

We conclude that this design satisFies the NRC staff position. 
2.4.5 SLRV Open Alarm 

The NRC staff position requires that an audio/visual alarm shall 
be activated to provide unambiguous information and alert the operator that 
an SLRV is in the "open" position. 

The CVAPCO docketed material makes no reference to an SLRV "open" 
alarm system. 

We conclude that this design does NOT fully satisfy IEEE 
Std-279-1971{4.20) and the NRC staff position. We reconnend the installa
tion of an audio/visual alarm that provides unambiguous information to the 
operator. 

2.5 PRESSURE TRANSIENT REPORTING AND RECORDING REQUIREMENTS 
The NRC staff position is that a pressure transient which causes 

the OPS to function, thereby indicating the occurrence of a serious pres
sure transient, is a 30-day reportable event. In addition, pressure-re
cording and temperature-recording instrumentation are required to provide a 
permanent record of the pressure transient. The response time of the 
pressure/temperature recorders shall be compatible with pressure transients 
that increase at a rate of approximately 100 psig per second. 

CYAPCO states in Reference 19 that appropriate instrumentation 
and recording equipment exists at the Haddam Neck Plant which will provide 
a continuous and permanent record over the full range of primary system 
pressure and temperature. The sensing and recording equipment will be in 
service during startup and shutdown operations as well as during long 
periods of cold shutdown operations. 

We conclude that this implementation satisfies the NRC staff 
position. 

2.6 DISABLING OF ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS NOT REQUIRED DURING COLD 
SHUTDOWN 
The NRC staff position requires the deenergizing of safety in

jection system (SIS? pumps and the closure of safety injection (SI) 
header/discharge values during cold shutdown operations. 
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CYAPCO states in Reference 19 that , in general, any component 
capable of mass or energy input to the RCS would be disabled when i t s 
operation is nonessential to plant operation or safety considerations and 
when i t s input would result in RCS overpressurization above the minimum 
operating l imi t curves. A description of the disabling of essential com
ponents not required during cold shutdown follows: 

(1) The start of a reactor coolant pump is prevented witn 
a water-sol id system, unless the steam generator 
secondary-side temperature is equal to or less than 
20 F colder than the primary-side temperature. 

(2) The operational procedure governing the SIS startup 
and shutdown requires that (a) the high-pressure and 
low-pressure SI pumps are disabled e lect r ica l ly , (b) 
a l l valves between the pimp and main coolant system 
are closed, locked or deenergized, and "red tagged", 
and (c) the electrical supply to the c i rcui t ry that 
operates the pumps and electr ical ly-control led valves 
is disconnected. These actions are al l performed with 
plant condit ions between 1000 psig/300 F and 500 
psig/260 F. This lineup is le f t intact unt i l reactor 
startup when i t is put back in service at the same 
plant conditions. The S! purps are tested every year 
per surveillance procedures; however, the valves that 
isolate the system are locked closed during these 
tests. 

CYAPCO includes these procedural l imitations as a 
Technical Speci f icat ion requirement fo r low 
temperature/low pressure operation. 

(3) The pressurizer heaters and charging pumps wi l l be 
disabled whenever they are not required during solid 
operations. 

(4) The steam generator secondary-side temperature w i l l be 
maintained no more than 50 F above the primary coolant 
temperature when the RCS is in a water-solid condi
t ion. This requirement is based on the operabil ity of 
one SLRV, consistent with the single fa i lure cr i ter ion 
and the design basis c r i t e r i a . 

(5) Operating procedures administratively prevent starting 
of an RCP with a water-solid system, unless the steam 
generator secondary-side temperature is equal to or 
less than 20 F colder than the primary-side tempera
ture. This temperature dif ferent ial l imitat ion pre
vents unnecessary primary coolant discharge from the 
SLR V s . 
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(6) A combination of administrative and procedural con
trols and SLRV capability w i l l provide the necessary 
overpressure transient protection for the worst-case 
design basis transients. 

We conclude that this implementation satisfies the NRC staff 
position. 
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3. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

The Technical Specifications information detailed in this section 
was derived from the RSB/DOR SER entitled, "Safety Evaluation Report of the 
Overpressure Protection System for Haddam Neck", dated May 1978. 

To ensure operation of the OPS, the Licensee has submitted for 
NRC staff review its proposed Technical Specifications for incorporation 
into the license for Haddan Neck (refer to the Appendix, Reference 15). 
These specifications are summarized below: 

(1) The Haddam Neck OPS must be operable whenever the RCS 
temperature is below 340 F. Operability of the OPS 
requires that all four isolation MQV's connecting the 
two SLRV's to the pressurizer are open, and that the 
SLRV's setpoint is 380 psig. The OPS need not be 
operable if the RCS is depressurized and vented to 
containment by a three-inch o.d. opening. If these 
conditions cannot be met, the RCS shall be depres
surized and vented in 24 hours and the inoperable 
train(s) shall be restored prior to system pressur-
ization. 

(2) If the RCS is in hot standby, startup, or power opera
tion, am) and OPS train is discovered to be inoper
able, it shall be repairea within seven days (or the 
NRC staff shall be notified with an est-^iation of the 
repair date), and the RCS shall not be cooled down and 
depressurized to a cold or hot shutdown mode unless 
personnel safety, plant safety, or other Technical 
Specification mandate such action. 

(3) When starting an RCP with the RCS temperature below 
340 r, the secondary side of the steam generator in 
that loop shall be less than 20 F hotter than the 
primary side. 

(4) Whenever the RCS is below 340°F and is not vented oy a 
minimum opening of three inches {o.d.), the HPSIP's 
shall be deenergized by racking out their power supply 
breakers, locking closed the breaker cabinet door, and 
locking closed the HPSIP discharge valves. 

- 13 -



(5) During the core cooling system periodic tests, the RCS 
shall be vented by a minimum opening of at least three 
inches (o.d.) with the OPS operable, or by two open
ings, each a minimum of three inches (o.d.) i f both 
OPS trains are inoperable. 

The NFC staff has reviewed the Licensee's proposed Technical 
Specifications dt scribed above and concluded that they are acceptable based 
on the analyses end methods described. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

The electrical, instr(mentation, and control (EI&C) design aspects of the low temperature overpressure protection system (OPS) for Haddam Heck were evaluated using those design criteria originally prescrib- i ed by the NRC staff and later expanded during subsequent discussions with the Licensee. 
He recommend that the NRC staff find the following EI&C aspects of the CYAPCO Haddam Neck OPS design acceptable: r 

f 
(1) Operator action 

(2) Single fai lure cr i ter ion 

(3) Seismic Category I and IEEE-279-1971 

{4) High pressure alarm 

(5) Enable alarm 

(6) Disable alarm 

(7) System testab i l i ty 

(8) Pressure transient reportino and recording require
ments 

(9) Disabling of essential components not required during 
cold shutdown. 

We recommend that the NRC staff find the following EI&C aspects 
of the CYAPCO Haddam Neck OPS design unacceptable: 

(1) Isolation valve alarm 

(2) PORV open alarm. 

We recommend the instal lat ion of an audio/visual isolation valve alarm and 
an audio/visual PORV open alarm that provide unambiguous information to the 
operator. 
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Connecticut *er.v.ee Atonic Kv..er Company 
ATT;:: hr. Donald C. Switzer 

l-rcsisent 
Post Office Box 270 
Hartford, Connecticut 06101 
Gentlemen: 
RE: Haddaro Neck 
A number of reported instances of reactor vessel overpressures ii on 
in Pressurized Water Reactor (Pi:'1'.) facilities have occurred in 
which the Technical Specifications irplenentiny 10 CFR Part 5ti 
Appendix G limitations have bt-en exceeded. The majority of cases 
have occurred ouring colo shutdown in which th3 primary systera 
rtas been in v.ster solid conditions. These overpressurization 
events have been initiated by a variety of causes. Including the 
following: 
(1) Isolation of P.HR system/letdown system v.h11e charging to a 

water solid primary system, 
(£) Thernal expansion following the starting of a primary coolant 

pulp due to stored thermal energy in steam generators, 
(3) Inadvertent actuation of safety Injection accumulators, and 
(4) Initiation of operation of a reactor ccolent pû .v or a 

liich pressure safety injection ptrp. 
In esstntitlly all of the tvents reported, a single personnel error, 
equipment malfunction or procedural deficiency has been sufficient 
to cause the event. 
Me oelieve that appropriate steps should b& teun promptly by 
all PWR licensees to minimize the likelihood of additional occurrences 
of reactor vessel overpressurlration. To that end we recently 
completed a series or meetings with several PWR licensees and 
USSS suppliers in which vre discussed the reported overpressur-
ization events and assessed the measures that are currently being 
employed to either avoid or reduce the probability of similar occur
rences,or to control the pressure transient to less than Appendix 
(i limits. Cxav.plos of tnese treasures identified by the various 
licensees are t?s fellows: 

orrict*-
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Ci) C'ji • I'.i-f.- evoliJinco oi wattr solid conditions by cither maintaining 
a pressurizer steaii nubble or by providing a lou pressure nitrogen 
blanket in the pressurizer vhen o steer; bubble cannot be maintained, 

(2) Disabling High Pressure Injection and Safety Injection pumps 
by disconnecting electr ical power supplies when at low primary 
system temperatures, 

(3) Instal lat ion of dual setpolnt pressurizer power re l ie f valve(s) 
to provide protection atiainst exceeding Appendix G lir.i1ts 
while at low nrinory systew temperatures, 

(<!) I'.lniFnzaf'on of t ine at water solid conditions and upgrading 
plant procedures to incluue appropriate warnings «nd cautions 
wnen such operations are necessary, and 

(5) Instal lat ion of re l ie f valves in chart.ug purcp dlscnarae l in t? 
with a setpoint to provide protection against exceeding Appendix 
(i U n i t s . 

H was noted in our oiscussions with the PWR licensees that, for -(.he 
majority of those plants involved, not a l l potential overpressurUatlon 
events v.ould be prevented by the measures they had identif ied 
and that sonw of the remaining measures rasy have undesirable effects on 
reactor safety. 

fcased on the information gathered to date, vie have concluoed that 
a l l PWR licensees should evaluate their systcu designs to determine 
susceptibil i ty to overprcssurizatien events. Specif ically, you 
siiCtili; prcvio: trX' f t l lo : ; i iy i : 

(11 i-ji analysis of the Header Coolant Systen (RCS) response 
to pressure transients that can occur Curing startup and 
shutc&r.Ti. Any design modifications detenr-inee to be necessary 
to precluoe exceeding Appendix G l imi ts are to be incorporated 
in this analysis. The analysis should include a plot of pressure 
es a function of tiise unt i l termination of the event. Tne 
analysis should assure the nost l i n i t i na i n i t i a l conditions 
( e , n . , one ttKft t ra in operating or availaolc for letdot:n, 
other components 1n r.orr.al operation when the systen Is water 
sol id such as pressurizer heaters aim charging punps, and 
one or r.-ore reactor coolant ptr.<ps in operation) with the 
horst sinjjle fai lure cr operator error as the in i t ia t ing event. 
Just i f icat ion should JS provided for the choice of l imit ing 
concitiotis and worst single fai lure or operator error assumed 
In v\b ana Iyfci*. 

C-3IS O n . !•-»> *«»« O" 0 "A u. m. GOVERNMENT f'^'ito or*ie=» zoj^.nac^ta 
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f ) • • , r i . - t i i . f>j Vios:1 'itisi-.ri podifications determined to be 
nixessflry, iiicluain? enuipsicnt performance specifications and 
s.ystc~ operational sequences. The deslan basis use>] In the 
choice of enufn'ic-nt should be included, and 

(3) A scfceoule for the oronpt Implementation of the proposed deslnn 
nodif icst lons. 

The basic c r i te r ia to be apr/Mer* 1n detcmlnint; the adequacy of over-
preswirization protection are mat no slnole eauipnent fa i lure or 
single operator c-rror ivi 11 result In Appendix R l in l ta t ions helm 
exceeded. 

For ihosa situations in t * ich the necessary desinn changes ident i f ier 
car.rct he i^pln'owted \rithin the next few ror.tns, you should Idsntifv 
shrrt-teim nc-jsurcs to reduce the l ivelihood that overprossurlzatlon 
events w i l l occur in ths 1fit?rir: period unt i l the pemanent design 
channel can oe nadc. Short t>-?ra measures should he identi f ied separately 
for iu-isdiatc Implementation within tho tents and conditions of your 
licer.sf>. Short tem neasurcs ninht Include so^e combination of, uut 
v.'ii'il'J v)t i>e HniVed to , the follov.inci suggestions: 

(1) Procedural chonfies to nlnirrfze the tirre in which the 
priwary system is 1n a water solid condition, 

(2) Upgrading existing plant procedures and administrative 
controls to assure that appropriate warnings and cautions 
are included to alert the operator whenever the potential 
for primary system ovrpressurization exists, 

(?) frci'/irf:' rtar—-*: acd/or in-Hcations to alert the operator 
•.><-:wvr>r primary syste"i pressure increases toward Appendix 
ii I v i i t ; , 

(*) n t r o v i in? te.-.norsry plant nodlfications for pressure r s l i ^ f , 
ari(i 

f!i) /.ssi rn"i0.it of additional ^nrsonnel to nonitor plant operations 
when v;at"r soli'.i. 

or rice ^ 

»unN*Mr>-
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i,iu1f1Ci»tio"i <̂* nreclcuo or nini-sizc- tha probability of reactor vessel 
P V er:'Pes5i<ri2ation events are plant dependent end the exanples given 
nay or nay not be adaptable to your specific system design. Consideration 
nust also be given to the potential effects of both the short term and 
lonn t e n neesures you consider to assure that other aspects of nuclear 
safety are not compromised. 

To verify compliance with Appendix G pressure-temperature Un i t s during 
startup and shutdown, you should assure that the appropriate instrumen
tation is installed to provide e continuous permanent record over the 
fu l l rame of both pressure and temperature. This instrunentation should 
be in service during lomj periods of cold shutdown as well as during 
Startup and shutiios.-n operations. Reliance upon the plant conputer to 
reconstruct e pressure transient is not considered suff icient because 
of tho likelihood of computer do^ntlne especially during plant shutdown 
conditions. 

l.'e reoiiest that you noti fy us within 20 days after receipt of th is le t ter 
that you wi l l provide a l l the information requested within 60 days or 
explain ktiy you cannot nee* this schedule and provide the schedule that 
you wi l l nest. 

This request for generic information was approved by GAO under a blanket 
clearance nunbor B-18022S (RQ072); this clearance expires July 31, 1977. 

Sincerely, 

cc: 

Original signed by 

A. Schwencer, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch *1 
Division of Operating Reactors 

Oay, Berry (• Howard 
Counselors at Lav; 
One Constitution Plare 
Knrtford, Connecticut 061O3 
Russell Library 
119 Bro'.ri Ttreet 
Sllddletown, Connecticut 16457 
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Septentoer 3 , 1976 

Docket No. 50-213 

Director of Nuclear Rsactor Regulation 
Attn: Mr. A. Schwencer, Chief 

Operating Reactors Branch #1 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comnission 
Washington, D, C. 20555 

SEPT 1976^0?/ 
V.t-

V 

Reference: (1) A. Schwencer letter to D. C. Switzer, dated 
August 11, 1976 

Gentleman: 
Baddam Keck Plant 

Reactor Vessel Overpressurizatiai 
In Reference (1), CHAPOO was requested to evaluate system designs to 
determine the susceptibility to overpressurization events and to 
notify you within 20 days that we wiil provide all the information 
requested within 60 days or explain why we cannot meet this schedule 
and provide the schedule that will be met. 
this letter is to notify you that a task group of utilities with 
Vtestinghouse plants has been formed, of which CYAPCO is a participant, 
to examine the ccmEecjuences of overpressurization events and to 
identify similaiities between Vfestinghouse plants for the purpose 
of determining a generic solution to this issue. Ine task group will 
meet with Westinghouse for the purpose of establishing plant groupings 
and to evaluate the means by which the likelihood of additional 
occurrences of reactor vessel overpressurization events can be mini
mized. 
Each utility will examine their plant's operating procedures and 
administrative controls during tlie 60 day period referenced in Ref
erence (1). The purpose of this examination will be to evaluate 
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proccdural ciiaug'jr; that will minimize tho likelihood of overpressuri-
zation CVUHL::. IS an interim mjasure, the plant operating personnel 
will bo inlorncd of tho potential for overpressurizaticrt and will be 
cautioned to minimize conditions which could cause such an event 
should reduced pressure and tenperature operation occur before the 
detailed review is ccrtpleted. 

m e results of the task group meetings will be reported to the NRC by 
each utility at the enfl of the 60 day period. KeocnntEndaticns and 
schedules will be given at that tine as well as the results of the 
plant procedure review and resulting procedure revisions, if appro
priate. 

Very truly yours, 
OCNNECriCOT YANKEE ATOMIC POWER CCMEANX 

D. C. Switzer 0 
President 
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REFERENCE 3 

C O K ' U ' E C T I C U T Y A N K E E r.TOlMO P O V / E F , CO(~.ff.li 

ha 
B E R L I N . C O N N E C T I C U T 

r. O. B O I SJO HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT o d o i 

^^immmitBft 

Director of mi^eWAgaeior Regulation 
Attn: Mr. A, Schwencer, Chief 

Operating Reactors Branch #1 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20555 

October 15, 1976 
Docket NO. 50-213 .._«": M\ 

J o',-20 • 

References: (1) A. Schwencer letter to D. C. Switzer, dated August 11, 1976. 
(2) D. C. Switzer letter to A. Schwencer, dated September 3, 1976. 

Gentlemen: 

Haddam Neck Plant 
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Overpressurization 

In Reference (!)• CYAPCO was requested to evaluate system designs to determine 
the susceptibility to RCS overpressurization events and to notify the NRC Staff 
as to the schedule of providing the requested information. In Reference {2), 
CYAPCO notified the NRC Staff that an owner's group of uti l i t ies with Westing-
house plants had been formed for the purpose of identifying the generic impli
cations of this issue. Additionally, each utility member of the group was to 
examine its plant's operating procedures and administrative controls with the 
objective of instituting short-term measures to minimize the potential for RCS 
overpressurization. In Reference (2), CYAPCO stated that a report of the scatus 
of the group's efforts and the results of the evaluation of short-term measures 
would be transmitted to the NRC Staff. In accordance with that commitment, 
CYAPCO hereby provides the following information. 

Meetings between the utility group and the Westinghouse Electric Corporation 
were held during September, 1976 for the purposes of categorizing all postu
lated RCS overpressurization initiating events, discussing the details of analy
tical models, and determining a schedule for completion of the postulated 
worst-case RCS transient analysis. As a result of these meetings, i t has been 
decided to perform a bounding RCS transient analysis, such that its results are 
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applicable to all plants within the utility group. The transient analysis will 
consider overpressurization events induced by both mass and heat input into 
the RCS considering a single active failure or operator error. In addition to 
a group subcommittee charged with working with Westinghouse for the purpose of 
defining the input and assumptions to be used in the analyses, another sub
committee has been formed to review topics associated with the RCS transient 
analyses. 
Based ""? tlie review to date of the analytical effort, it is expected that the 
RCS transient analyses will be completed on or about May 2, 1977. At that time, 
a description of necessary design changes and a schedu*- for implementation will 
be developed and provided to the NRC Staff. 
With regard to plant operating procedures, administrative controls, and other 
short-term measures, CVAPCO has instituted a number of changes to minimize the 
possibility of RCS overpressurization. 
All plant operators were informed of the generic RCS overpressurization events 
and potential initiating events. This was accomplished by review of References 
(V) and (2) and other pertinent documents. In addition, the operators have been 
alerted as to the importance of the 10CFR50 Appendix G limit curves during vario :s 
operational modes. 
Keview of plant operating procedures and administrative controls will result in 
revising procedures relating to plant startup and shutdown, filling and 
venting, and associated plant tests. The revisions will be completed by 
November 1, 1976 and are aimed at further assuring that the appropriate cautions 
and warnings are included In procedures, whenever the potential for RCS over
pressurization exists, and at minimizing the time in which the plant operates 
water solid. Potential situations were derived from review of previous RCS 
overpressurization events and discussions with Westinghouse and other utilities. 
Another conclusion of the review of operating procedures was that existing pro
cedures already provide for protection in precluding RCS overpressurization,. 
Finally, CYAPCO is currently evaluating the feasibility of providing a computer-
generated alarm and/or indications on an interim basis to alert the operator when
ever the RCS conditions approach the applicable Appendix 6 limitations. On a 
permanent basis, the installation of instrumentation to provide a continuous per
manent record of RCS pressure and temperature is also being evaluated. 
CYAPCO believes that existing procedures, together with the course of action out
lined above, will adequately assure that the likelihood of RCS overpressurization 
events is minimized or precluded. 

Very truly yours, 
' j• " CONNECTICUT YANKEE ATOMIC POWER COMPANY 

b. C. Switzer ; ~~ 
President 
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References: (1) A. Schwencer letter to D. C. Switzer, dated August 11, 1976, 
(?) "0. C. Switzer letter to A. Schwencer, dat_d September 3, 197b. 
£3) D. C. Switzer letter to A. Schwencer, dated October 15, 1976. 

Gentlemen: 

Haddam Keck Plant 
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Overpressurization 

In Reference (1), CYAPCO was requested to evaluate system designs to determine 
the susceptibility to RCS overpressurization events and to notify the NRC Staff 
as to the schedule of providing the requested information. In Reference (2), 
CYAPCO notified the NRC Staff that an owner's group of utilities with Westing-
house pis-its had been formed for the purpose of identifying the generic impli
cations of this issue. Additionally, each utility member of thei group was to 
examine its plant's operating procedures and administrative controls with the 
objective of instituting short-term measures to minimize the potential for RCS 
overpressurization. In Reference (2), CYAPCO stated that a report of the status 
of the group's efforts and the results of the evaluation of short-term measures 
would be transmitted to the NRC Staff. In accordance with that commitment, 
CYAPCO informed the NRC Staff in Reference (3) of the schedule for RCS transient 
analyses and the short-term administrative and procedural measures implemented. 
CYAPCO also noted that it is our belief that existing procedures, together with. 
the course of action outlined above, will adequately assure that the likelihood 
of RCS overpressurization events is minimjz^d or precluded. 

In response to the NRC Staff request at a meeting on November U, 1976, this 
letter is intended to provide addition?.! clarification of the proposed course 
of action and design criteria for the intended pressure relief system. Based 
on the results of preliminary evaluations, CYAPCO is planning to utilize power 
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n.,..i\il' •. relief voJvcs (POIV), as LUn pressure relic/ nnvch.nni.su>, to nrccJutle 
"<::, oviTi>r(-ssurizEt i««n. The detailed design of valve, control system is not 
JM-I ov.-'i.table; nevci i lioless, it can be presently stated that the design of 
the contrul system >fin be affected by sc j significant factors: first, the 
cintrol system will t.u designed to assure that the Appendix G limit curves 
ore not exceeded; second, the system must be able to provide as much flexi
bility of operation as possible at low pressure and temperatures, in light 
of existing Connecticut Yankee design and operating characteristics (e.g. 
maintenance of minimum RCP seal pressure of 375 peig)i and, finally, the 
resolution of the RCS overpressurization issue must be on a schedule con
sistent with that already established for the complete replacement of the 
existing PORV and conversion from a solenoid to air control system, an ex
tensive effort which began shortly after the summer, 1976 refueling outage. 
This is expected to be completed during the foil, 1977 refueling outage, con
tingent upon material availability. 

These factors have led CYAPCO to give consideration to a PORV modulation-type 
control system, which will he programmed to follow the Appendix G limit curve 
throughout the appropriate temperature range. 

A thorough analysis of. overpressuTization transient events employing the LOFTRAN 
computer code is also currently in progress to- confirm the adequacy of relief 
systems. To utilize the LOFTRAN code, internal revisions are necessary; this 
will, require a development and verification effort. The modified LOFTRAN cal-
culational model, when complete, will provide a technically justifiable and con
servative means to determine the adequacy of a relief valve system to mitigate 
the RCS overpresBurization event. Until such time as-the calculational model 
is completed and bounding analyses are performed, exact size requirements for 
the pressure relief system cannot be determined. 

While relief capacity requirements of the relief system are not known at present, 
meaningful progress towards resolution of the RCS overpressurization issue has 
been effected by defining the following design criteria requirements of the re
lief system. 

1. Operator Action - Credit for operator action will not be taken until 
10 minutes after the initiation of the RCS overpressurization event. 

2. Single Failure/Testability - The design basis shall be such that a single 
failure will not initiate a loss of coolant accident, when the system is 
in a passive mode. In order to verify that the relief system is operable, 
the logic will he designed to be testable, with surveillance 
of the PORV actuation/control system 30 days prior to planned use. 

3. Common Equipment Failure (CEF) - CEF will be considered in the relief system 
d^ign to the extent that the single failure which initiated the overpressuri
zation event will not disable the relief system. Consideration will he given 
to events such as loss of offsite power, loss of instrument air, and a 
seisiaic event. 
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4, Electrical Criteria - The electrical design of the relief system will be 
consistent with existing plant criteria. Further, the design will con-
eider electrical separation in light of Item 03 above. Since a single 
failure is assumed to cause the initiation of the RCS overpressurization, 
as additional single failure will not be considered as part of the actua
tion system design. 

5. Seismic Criteria - The seisnic design of the relief system will be consis
tent with existing plant criteria and Item S3 above. 

As noted above, the current schedule for replacement cf the existing PORV's calls 
for installation during the fall, 1977 refueling outage. Discussions with valve 
vendors have indicated at least a 10 month lead time; lead times for the relief 
system controllers are of the order of 16-25 weeks. Therefore, procurement ci 
PORV's for Connecticut Yankee has already been initiated, while procurement of 
the control/actu&tion system will await appropriate regulatory concurrences. 
Additionally, as noted in Reference (3), detailed RCS transient analyses will 
be available in May, 1977. Thus, in order to avoid equipment procurement delays 
and to meet the desired installation schedule, tinely NRC Staff review of this 
course of action and design criteria is requested. 

It remains the belief of CYAPCO that existing procedures, together with the course 
of action outlined in Reference (3) and above, will adequately assure that the 
likelihood of RCS overpressurizatlon events at the Haddam Neck Plant Is minimized 
or precluded. 

Very truly yours, 

CONNECTICUT YANKEE ATOMIC POWER COMPANY 

0. C. Switzer g 
President 
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REFERENCE 

UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, O. C. 20568 

January 10, 1977 

Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company 
ATTN: Mr. Donald C. Switzer 

Presldent 
Post Office Box 270 
Hartford, Connecticut 06101 
Gentlemen: 
RE: HADDAM NECK PLANT 
In August of this year we sent letters to you and the licensees of other 
operating PWR facilities which expressed our concern over the number of 
reported instances of reactor vessel overpressurizatlon. We requested 
that an analysis be provided of the reactor coolant system (RCS) response 
to pressure transients and that any design modifications be identified 
that were determined to be necessary to preclude exceeding the limits 
of Appendix G to 10 CFR Part 50. In addition, we requested that If those 
design changes could not be made within a few months, interim measures 
should be implemented immediately to reduce the likelihood of over-
pressurtzation events until the permanent design changes can be made. 
In your letter of October 15, 1976, you Identified the interim measures 
that were being implemented at your facility. We have completed our 
review of your submittal and have concluded that additional Information 
will be required for us to determine the adequacy of these Interim 
measures. In addition, our review of the responses from other PWR 
licensees has Identified certain measures which, in our opinion, are 
significant enough to be required in most PWR facilities. These 
measures have been identified as staff positions and are included 
with the additional information requests in the enclosure to this letter. 
In addition, we have concluded that the procedural and administrative 
measures you have already instituted will help prevent any future 
pressure transients and should be continued even after long term hardware 
Improvements are made unless you can demonstrate that this would not 
be Justified. 
With regard to your submittal of December 3. 1976, in which a description 
and schedule information related to your "Reference Mitigating System" 
for long-term overpressure protection were provided, we find your proposed 
schedule to be unacceptable and your proposed course of action to be lacking 
wfth respect to meeting the design criteria detailed at our November 4, 1976 
meeting (meeting summary attached). We called the November meeting to inform 
all PWR licensees of the specific design criteria that would be required. 
The response 1n your December letter is based on your interpretation of the 
preliminary criteria issued In August and does not adequately address the 
final criteria as detailed at the November meeting. The overpressure 
protection system you have proposed, based on your interpretation of the 
preliminary criteria may be sufficient as an interim remedy, but will not 

£*""•«%. 
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be acceptable for the long term until the final criteria are addressed 
and any deviations justified. In addition, the extended schedule you have 
proposed for analysis and acquisition of hardware will not meet the objective 
of implementation of improved overpressure protection in all operating PUR 
facilities by the end of 1977. Therefore, to meet this objective you should 
select either of the following two Implementation options: 
1. Commitment to a schedule for the installation of acceptable long-

term improvements by December 31, 1977, which meet all the design 
criteria discussed at the November 4, 1976 meeting held In Bethesda, 
or 

2. Commitment to a schedule to achieve installation of Interim hardware 
Improvements by December 31, 1977, and installation of long term 
Improvements that meet all the design criteria discussed at the 
November meeting during the first scheduled shutdown after December 31, 
1977. The dual setpoint system of pressurizer relief valves described 
In the Westinghouse "Reference Mitigating System" design is an 
acceptable Interim hardware improvement. 

The long term hardware improvements should either meet the design criteria 
discussed at the November 4, 1976 meeting; or, where deviations from the 
criteria are proposed, a detailed justification should be provided. Interim 
improvements need not meet all the design criteria discussed at the November . 
meeting, but must represent good engineering practice and must not adversely 
affect plant safety or introduce potential common mode failures that could 
both cause the overpressure event and disable the protection system. For 
example, if air operated dual setpoint pressurizer relief valves are used 
as an interim improvement, air accumulators en the actuation mechanism 
and alarms to indicate loss of instrument air should be provided to insure 
that protection is provided and to alert the operator in the event that 
instrument air is lost. Whichever implementation option you select, your 
submittal detailing tho proposed design improvements must be submitted in 
sufficient time to allow our review and approval to meet the objective 
discussed above. 
You are requested to Identify to us the Implementation option you have 
selected and to provide your response to the staff positions and requests 
for additional information identified In the attached enclosure, within 
45 days of receipt of this letter. 

Jlncerelv^/ 

A^/Scnwencer, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #1 
Division of Operating Reactors 

Enclosures and cc: See next page 
-32-



Connecticut Yankee Atomic 
Power Company 

January 10, 1977 

Enclosures: 
1. Positions and Additional 

Information Requests 
2. Meeting Summary 
cc: Day, Berry & Howard 

Counselors at Law 
One Constitution Plaza 
Hartford, Connecticut 06103 
Russell Library 
119 Broad Street 
Mfddletowi, Connecticut 16457 
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Attacl. nt (1) 

ENCLOSURE: 
STAFF POSITIOHS AND AOOINONAL WORIAATION REQUESTS 

COHHECTICUT YANKEE (HADDAM NECK? 
DOCKET NO. 50-213 

1. The staff considers it essential that all plant operators (i.e., 
reactor operators, equipment operators, Instrument 4 Control 
personnel) be made aware of the details of the overpressure events 
which have occurred at PWR facilities. Your October 15, 1976 letter 
to the NRC says that your operators have been informed of the past 
events. POSITION: The staff, however will require that formal 
discussions be held to review the causes of the past events, the 
plant conditions at the time, the mitigating action that could have 
been or was taken and the preventive measures that would have avoided 
the transient. Also, identifying plant similarities and distinctions, 
and discussing how these relate to plant startup, shutdown and testing 
operations is necessary. Please furnish the following information: 

a. If you have not already completed the required formal discussion, 
when will you do so? 

b. How will the discussions be held? 
C: Of the past PWR Appendix G violations that have occurred at PWR 

facilities and which are described in License Event Reports, Identify 
which are not credible in your plant due to equipment differences. 
Provide a description of the distinctions-

d. Describe, 1n detail, how you are reducing the likelihood of 
the other remaining credible events. Furnish schematics, 
diagrams or procedural summaries necessary to support 
the effectiveness and reliability of these measures. 

2. The majority of the reported pressure transients events have 
occurred while the plants were operating in a water solid condition. 
POSITIOM: The staff will require that operations during which the 
plant is maintained in a water solid condition be minimized or if 
possible eliminated. Those operations in which the plant is in a 
water solid condition must be fully justified. Accordingly, please 
provide the following information: 
a*. Describe the procedures, evolutions or situations that require 

the plant be maintained in a water solid condition. Also 
provide reasons why a nitrogen, air or steam bubble cannot 
be maintained in these situations. 

•3k-
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b. Include sufficient background or supplementary information 
such as system diagrams, procedure summaries and descriptions 
of equipment operation to justify your need for operating the 
plant in a water solid condition. 

3* The inadvertent operation of SIS compoients during cold shutdown 
conditions has been responsible for a major portion of the over
pressure Incidents. POSITION: Based on the licensee submittals, the 
recent November 3-S, 1976 meetings, and discussions with *oSS vendors, 
the staff will require the deenergizing of SIS pumps and closure of 
SI header/discharge valves during cold shutdown operations. Those 
situations during which this position cannot be met must ae described 
and be fully justified. Accordingly, please provide the following 
information: 
a. A schematic diagram of the SIS showing the flowpaths into the 

RCS. 
b. The head-flow characteristics of each of the SIS pumps. 
c. Identify on the schematic diagrams the pumps and the valves 

to be closed and deenergized. 
d. Your time schedule for implementing these administrative and 

operating procedural changes to meet this position. 
e. Indicate all circumstances for which the SIS pumps and valves 

may not be isolated and deenergized and for those situations, 
describe the manner In which SIS injection would be prevented. 

f. The location of the breakers that will be opened, and the 
places from which they can be controlled. 

g. Describe the position indication and status signals which will 
be lost as a result of deenergizing these components. 

h. Describe in detail, the administrative procedures which will be 
used to assure proper equipment alignment and the supervisory 
personnel responsible for maintaining control. 

1. Indicate the RCS temperature/pressure conditions for which 
the accumulator isolation valve will be closed, and describe 
the location of the breaker, and the places from which it 
may be controlled. 
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J. Describe the Impact on overall plant operations 1f you routinely 
lowered accumulator nitrogen pressure when in a cold shutdown 
condition. 

The staff has noted that several Appendix G violations have occurred 
during component or system tests while in cold and shutdown conditions. 
In this regard, please address the following questions. 
a. What components or systems that could cause overpressure transients, 

are routinely tested while in a cold shutdown condition? 
b. What extra measures are taken to prevent an overpressure event during 

these tests? 
The staff believes that a high pressure alarm used during low RCa temperature 
operations 1s an effective means to attract the operators's attention to a 
transient in progress. POSITION: Although it clearly is not a mitigating 
device, if it is not presently installed, the staff will require that it be 
Installed as soon as possible. 
Your October 15 letter to the HRC stated the CYAPCO was evaluating the 
feasability of installing a computer generated alarm and/or indications. 
Based on the staff's position discussed above, please provide the following: 
a. Your method to provide the alarm, and the associated time schedule, 

or your justification for why this cannot be done. 
b. A synopsis of the system modifications that are necessary. 
c. The alarm setpoint, node of annnuciation and sensor. 
d. How you ensure that the alarm is available and operating properly 

during all water-solid operations and how you minimize its down
time for all other cold shutdown conditions. 

The RHR (or SCSI is normally connected to the RCS and operating when 
the plant is in a cold shutdown condition. The Inadvertent isolation 
of the RHR system while water solid has caused a number of overpressure 
transients, and the RHR safety vV!ve has actually terminated others. 
The RHR (or SCS) therefore plays an important part in the Initiation 
and possible mitigation of the PWR overpressurizations. Accordingly, 
k&. reoi/est the following additional information. 
a. RHR (or SCS) design pressure. 
b. A description of the system isolation valves and their arrangement 

(e.g., number and configuration of valves installed, and pneumatic 
or motor operated). 
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c. Interlocks, interlock setpoints, and alarms associated with each 
Isolation valve. 

d. Nominal stroke time of Isolation valves. 
e. The setpolnt and capacity of RHR (or SC5) relief and safety valves. 
f. All pressure alarms, setpoints and associated annunciation for the 

system. 
Reactor coolant system heatups, resulting from Improper operation of the 
reactor coolant pump (RCP) while in a cold, shutdown and water solid 
condition, have been responsible for approximately 15% of the RCS 
overpressurlzation events. POSITION: We will require that all 'licensees 
include provisions to prevent RCP starts while 1n a water solid condition 
unless absolutely necessary. In those cases where the RCP starts cannot 
be avoided, the licensee should take appropriate steps to determine and 
minimize the RCS temperature profile. 
Based on the position stated above, please provide the following additional 
Information: 
a. Describe the normal operating conditions during which the RCS Is 

maintained water solid with all RCP's stopped (e.g., fill and vent, 
pressurlzer .cool down). 

b. For each of the above procedures, justify your inability to establish 
an W2, air rr steam bubble in the pressur)2er prior to the start of the V 
first RCP. 

c. What are the limits associated with system temperatures before the 
first RCP can be started in a solid RCS? 

d. Specify the instruments utilized to determine the RCS temperature 
profile. 

e. Provide the necessary schematics and procedural descriptions that 
. . show that your actions would be to bring the RCS to an isothermal 

Condition. 
f. Summarize any other measures you take to reduce possible RCS pressure 

spikes during RCP starts, (e.g., open all letdown orifice Isolation 
valves, stop makeup flow, etc.). 



Mtiacnment \c) 
UNITED M/VTES 

NUCLEAR REGULAmiiV COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON ii. c. 20SK 

November 17, 1976 

DOCKET HOS.: 50-344, 50-213, 50-315, 50-244, 50-247, 50-286, 50-305, 
50-266, 50-301. 50-282, 50-306, 50-261, 50-295, 50-304, 
50-206, 50-280, 50-281, 50-250, 50-251, ani 50-334. 

LICENSEE/FACILITY: 
ROCHESTER GAS 8 ELECTRIC CORPORATION (R. E. GINNA) 
CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY (INDIAN POINT UNITS 2 & 3) 
DUQUESNE LIGHT COMPAY (BEAVER VALLEY UNIT 1) 
CONNECTICUT YANKEE ATOMIC POWER COMPANY (HADDAM NECK) 
WISCONSIN PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATION (KEWAUNEE) 
WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY (POINT BEACH UNITS 1 & 2) 
NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY (PRAIRIE ISLAND UNITS 1 & 2) 
CAROLINA POWER LIGHT COMPANY (H.B.ROBINSON) 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY (SAN ONOFRE) 
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC & POWER COMPANY (SURRY UNITS 1 & 2) 
PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY (TROJAN) 
FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY ( TURKEY POINT UNITS 1 S 2) 
COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY (ZION UNITS 1 & 2) 
INDIANA & MICHIGAN POWER COMPANY t D.C. COOK, UNIT 1) 

SUMMARY OF MEETING HELD ON NOVEMBER 4, 1976, CONCERNING PROPOSED MEASURES 
TO PREVENT REACTOR VESSEL OVERPRESSURIZATION IN OPERATING WESTINGHOUSE 
(PUR) FACILITIES. 
On November 4, 1976, we met with representatives of PWR licensees with 
Westinghouse designed plants to discuss measures being taken to prevent 
reactor vessel overpressurization. 
A list of attendees is attached. 
Significant discussions are summarized below. 
We surprized the correspondesnce and discussions that have occurred with 
the Westinghouse licensees since our generic letter on realtor vessel 
overpressurization was issued in August 1976. We then identified the 
criteria listed below as those that should be applied in the design of 
equipment which is to prevent pressure transients that would exceed the 
Mults of Appendix G to 10 CFR §50. 



Iltg. Summary of 11/4/76 November 17, 197G 

Credit of Operator Action - No credit can be taken for 
operator action until 10 minutes after the operator is 
aware that a pressure transient Is in progress. 

2. Single Failure Criteria - The pressure protection system should 
be designed to protect the vessel given a single failure in 
addition to a failure that initiated the pressure transient. 
In this area, redundant or diverse pressure protection systems 
sOTuld be considered as meeting the single failure criteria. 

3. Testability - The equipment design should include some 
provision fortestingon a schedule consistent with the 
frequency that the system is used for pressure protection, 

4. Seismic Design and IEEE 279 Criteria - Ideally, the 
pressure protection system should meet both seismic 
Category I and IEEE 279 criteria. The basic objective, 
however, is that the system should not be vulnerable 
to an event which both causes a pressure transient and 
causes a failure of equipment needed to terminate the 
transient. 

Representatives of the task group nf Westinghmjse utilities formed to 
evaluate the problem of reactor vessel overpressurization provided a 
description of the steps they have taken to respond to the requirements 
set forth in our August 1976 letter. A summary was given of the 
various types of Thermal and mass input transients being considered, and 
it was indicated that a "bounding" analysis is being performed to consider 
the worst case situation for all Westinghouse plants. The preliminary 
results of the mass input analysis show that the pressurizer power relief 
valves have both the capacity and time response characteristics to limit 
the resultant pressure surges. The task group, however, indicated that 
a more detailed analysis would be necessary in the case of the pump-start 
or thermal type of transient before any similar determination could be made. 
The detailed plant specific analyses are not scheduled for completion for 
about six months. Since the power operated relief has evidently been 
selected by the licensees as the means to limit pressure transients, we 
urged that efforts be made to begin ordering the necessary equipment now 
rather than waiting 6 months for the plant specific analyses results. We 
also urged that the licensees concurrently investigate other factors such 
that installation times can be minimized. The licensees' task group agreed 
to look into these matters. 



m,Q. Sumnury 11/01/76 - 3 - November 17, IS/c 

We indicated that the "single failure" criteria being assumed by the 
licensees was not consistent with the conventional single failure 
criteria required by the staff. The licensee agreed to examine this 
area further and to provide justification for any deviations from the 
conventional s-'ngle failure criteria. This information as well as a 
discussion of the various administrative measures that the licensees 
intend to use to prevent pressure transients while shutdown are to 
be prepared with a target date of submittal to the staff by 
December 3, 1976. 

Gary uTTech, Project Manager 
Operating Reactors Branch #1 
Division of Operating Reactors 

Attachment: 
List of Attendees 



Hecting Sunm.iry for -A - November 17, 1976 
W plant:. 

Docket File 
, NRC PDR 
I . LOCAL PDR 
j . ORB#l Reading 
i NRR Reading 

6, C. Rusche 
< E. G. Case 
I ' V. Stello 
• K. R. Goller 
! D. Eisenhut 

T. J. Carter 
i A. Schwencer 
• D. Ziemann 
! 6. Lear 

ft. Reid 
R. Clark 
L. l^o 
R. Baer 

I W. Butler 
B. Grimes 

j Project Manager 
I Attorney, OELD 
I OI&E (3) 
! S. H. Sheppard 

Participants (SRC) 
j R. Fraley, ACRS (16) 
j T. B- Abernathy 
j J. R. Buchanan 



HRC STAFF MEETING WITH HESTINCHQUSE PWR LICENSEE?. 
NOVEMBER 4. 1976 
ATTENDANCE LIST 

NRC SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON 
G.G.Zech W.C.Moody 
R.L.Baer 
G.Lanik NUSCO 
L.B.Marsh 
J.E.Ouzts B.I lberman 
T.J.Carter M.Kupinski 
I.Villalva P.F.Santoro 
U.A.Paulson 
S. Israel CONNECTICUT YANKEE ATOMIC 
J.Mazetis POWER CO. 
D.Tibbitts 
D. Neighbors J.Levine 
W.T. Russell 
H.B.Fairtile DUKE POWER CO. 
R.J.Cook 
P.B.Erickson R. W. Revels 
P.E.Harmon E. M. Geddie, Jr . 
J.Stosnider 
R.M.Gamble VIRGINIA ELECTRIC & POWER CO. 
R.Clememson 
M.Grotenhuis D. H. Speldell , Jr. 
D.Hood A. L. Hogg, Jr. 
W.Pike 
R.W.Klecfcer ALABAMA POWER CO. 
J.Wetmore 
H.Fletcher J . R. Campbell 
T.VIambach 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON CO. 
CAROLINA POWER & LIGH1 

CO. T.R.Tranm 
E.E.O'Brien 

D^B.Maters W.A.Wogsland 
R.G Black 

CONSOLIDATED EDISON CO. 
C.W.Jackson 
P.M.Pivawer 
J.Makepeace 
POWER AUTHORITY OF THE 

STATE OF NEW YORK 
P.F.Altern 
J.M.Varges 
WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER CO. 
R. A. Newton 
WISCONSIN PUBLIC SERVICE CORF 
M.E.STERN 
ROCHESTER GAS & ELCTRIC 

R.U.Ellas 
6.A.Snow 

AMERICAN ELECTRIC POVfER_ 
P.W. Daley 
R.L. Shoberg 
J.G, Dell Perico 
DQUESNE LIGHT COMPANY 
S. R. Porter 
J. J. Carey 



Attendance List 

FLORIDA POKER & LIGHT 
C.S.Pfllar 
M.A.Schopmann 
WESTINGKOUSE - PWRSD 
W. G. Poulson 
F. GIlgHottl 
H, Gutzman 
A. H. Sklencar 
R. W. Fleming 
R. C. Jenkner 
MOTKSRN STATES POWER CO. 
L. L. Taylor 
PUBLIC SERVICE E&G CO. 

L.K.H1ller 

SOUTHERN COMPANY SSRVICE5.INC, 
J. R. Lyons 
PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. 
0. I. Herbon 
SNUPPS 
F, Schwoerer 



REFERENCE 6 

February 14, 1977 

Connecticut Yankee A ^ n l c Power Conpany 
ATTN: Hr . Donald C. Sir i tzer 

President 
Post Of f i ce 5ox 2/0 
Ha r t f o rd , Connecticut tiSlUl ' 

Gentlemen: 

DISTRIBUTE 
Docket 
NRC PDR 
Local PDR 
ORB01 Reading 
TJCarter 
ASchwencer 
SMSheppard 
WTRussell 
GZech 
0EL0 
0I&E(3) 
RBaer 
DEisenhut 
TBAbernathy 
JRBuchanan 
ACRS(16) 

RE: HADDAM HECK PLANT 

tie have completed a preMninary revicv,- of your subnlttal of Pecenher 3, 
1976, In which yav describe a "Reference? Hitlgating Systeri" and discuss 
your plans regarding lon^ tern assign rodif ications to provide 
protection analnst reactor ves'.el overprcssurlzatlon. As indicated in 
our l e t te r cf January Vi, 1S77, ttie desirrn c r i te r ia that should t>e 
applied to your long tern design modifications are those identif ied in 
our November fl, 1S76 r>eetinp. The enclosure to t ins le t ter identi f ies 
specific design features of the "Seference Mitigating System" which do 
not neet these c r i te r ia and also ident i f ies additional info ma t f on we 
win require to continue our review of your su tn l t ta l . 

Please respond to this request for additional information within 45 days 
of receipt of th is l e t te r . 

Sincerely, J 

Original / 
Signed by 

A. Sciiwencer, Chief 
Operating P.eactors Branch?l 
Division of Operating Reactors 

Enclosure: 
Request for Additional 

Information 
cc w/enclosnre: 
See next paoe 

x27433:tsb 
V U H N A M S ^ 
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Connecticut Yankee Atonn'c Po»:2r Competiy february 14, 1977 

cc: Day, Berry A Howard 
Counselors at Law 
One Constitution Plaza 
Hartford, Connecticut 06103 

Russell Library 
119 Broad Street 
Mfddletown, Connecticut 16457 
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REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

With reference to the acceptance criteria required for your overpressure 
protection system as contained In our January 1977 letter that also 
discussed interim measures and installation schedule, this request for 
additional information Identifies those aspect; of the Westlnghouse 
proposed Reference Mitigating System (RKS) that are not acceptable. 
The specific design features of the RMS are listed in your submittal 
as paragraphs headed alphabetically a. through 1. Those design features 
that do not meet the acceptance criteria are as follows: 

Pa-agraph a.: The RMS uses a single pressure transmitter thus not 
providing a system that can accept a single failure 
and still function. If no acceptable alternate 
protection is available, two power operated relief 
valve systems are required, that are separate and 
Independent throughout the system from pressure 
sensor to relief valve. 

Paragraph b.: The single failure criteria require a separate air 
accumulator for each relief valve operator. 

Paragraph c : Provide the basis for any deviations from IEEE27S 
requirements for electrical components. 

Paragraph d.: An annunciator must be provided to insure that the 
keylock switch 1s in the proper position when shutdown. 

paragraph e.: Provide the basis for any deviations from Seismic 
Category I design requirements for system components. 

Paragraph f.: The accumulator* should also be selsmlcally qualified. 
Paragraph g.: Loss of air supply to the relief valve accumulators 

should be alarmed during shutdown. 
In addition to providing a resolution to each of the above items, the 
following additional Information Is requested: 
1, Provide schematic piping and Instrumentation diagrams of all systems 

which are utilized during plant shutdown and startup operations. 
Indicate primary and alternate flow paths, fluid and heat sources, 
pressure and flow controllers, RCS pressure protection systems, ECCS 
and make up systems. 

-i,?_ 
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2. Provide the failure modes and effects analysis of the overpressure 
protection system for startup, shutdown, and testing operations which 
defines the limiting combination of initiating event and additional 
single failure or operator error subsequent to initiation of the 
pressure transient, 

3. Discuss the basis for determining the most limiting Initial conditions 
for analysis of the pressure transient. Items that must be considered 
Include but should not be limited to: RCS pressure., reactor coolant 
temperature, pressurizer temperature, pressuriier level and accumulator 
level, 

4. Here approved systems computer codes used to "lodel the overpressure 
transients as presented 1n the generic repon.r If so, were any 
major modifications required? if tfta methods utilized have not been 
previously approved for system transient analyses, provide model 
descriptions, flow charts, program listing, and sensitivity studies 
to verify the performance of the codes. 

5. Provide the value of the backpressures assumed in the relief valve 
discharge pipes when calculating relief capacity. Discuss relief 
capacity sensitivity to this parareter. 

6. Provide the degree of relief capacity Installed 1n the RHR system 
that could provide additional protection in the event of an over
pressure transient. Provide the water relief capacity of the valve-
Is the RHR system automatically .solated on RCS high pressure? 
Provide the pressure setpoints for the RHR system relief valve 
opening and Its automatic Isolation. 

7. Describe the instrumentation and alarms available to enable the 
operator to detect and quickly terminate an overpressure transient. 
Describe the Indication of pressurizer relief valve or RHR system 
relief valve operation. 

8. When power 1s removed from valve motor operatois under administrative 
control provisions, describe the status lights and indicators 
available to verify their proper alignment. When administrative 
controls call for removing power from a valve motor operator or 
a pump, is this accomplished from the control room or from a motor 
control center? 

-i.8-



REFERENCE 7 

CONNECTICUT YANKEE ATOMIC POWER COMPANY 

B E R L I N . C O N N E C T I C U T 
t. O. tOX 2TD HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT OUOl 

ioa<aso-«9ii 

March 1, 1977 

DociccC No. 50-213 

Dirtctor of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
Attn: Mr. A. Schwencer 

Operating Reactors Branch 91 
U.S. Nuclear Regulitory Commissive! 
Washington, D. C. 20555 

References: 

Gentlemen: 

(1) A, Schvencer letter to D. C. Switzer dated August 11, 1976. 
(2) D. C. Svitzer letter to A. Schwencer dated September 3, 1976. 
(3) D. C. Switaer letter to A, Schwencer dated October 15, 1976. 
(4) D. C. Rwitaer letter to A. Schwencer dated December 3, 1976-
(5) A. Schwencer letter to D. C. Switzer dated January 10, 1977. 

Haddam Neck Plant 
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Overpressurization 

In Reference (5), CYAPCO was requested to respond to a number of NRC Staff requests 
concerning the administrative measures taken to minimize or preclude the potential 
for RCS overpressurization. These measures were identified by CYAPCO in Reference 
(2). In addition, the NRC Staff requested that CYAPCO redefine its proposed long-
term actions in light of the results of a preliminary review by the NRC Staff of 
the actions documented In Reference (4). In response to these requests, the fol
lowing information ia provided. 

With respect to the Implementation of administrative measures, Attachment I to this 
letter provides the requested information, describing the details of the briefing of 
operators at the Haddam Neck Plant, the review of plant operating procedures and 
administrative controls, and the installation of a computer-generated alarm. 

As identified in Reference (4) and discussed at a meeting between the CYAPCO and 
NRC Staff on February 24, 1977, the permanent modification proposed by CYAPCO for 
the Hsddam Neck Plant involves replacement of existing Power Operated Relief 
Valves (PORV's), a conversion from a solenoid to an air valve control system, and 
installation of a new logic system which, upon approach tc a programmable pressure 
limit line, would modulate the new PORV's to provide suitabr *>_ pressure relief. 
Consideration of this type of modification has been dictated by the plant operating 
restrictions disci; red in the CYAPCO response to Question #2 (see Attachment 1) . 

-1*9-
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the following design bases• which differ slightly from chose previously documented, 
have been established a* this time for the conceptual design of this mitigating 
aystea, 

(1) Operator Action - Credit for operator action will not be taken until 10 
alnutcs after the initiation of the ACS overpressurization event. 

(2) Common Equipment Failure <CEF) - CEF will be considered in the relief system 
design to the extent that the event which initiated the overpressurization 
will not disable the relief system. Consideration will be given to events 
iuch as loss of offsite power, loss of instrument air, and a seismic event. 

(3) Electrical Criteria - The electrical design of the relief system will be 
consistent with existing plant criteria. Further, the design will consider 
electrical separation in light of Item 92 above. 

(4) Seismic Criteria - The seismic design of the relief system will be consistent 
with existing plant criteria and Item it2 above. 

With respect to Items #3 and 04 above, it should be noted that the design of the 
proposed modification will be based on the same codes and standards used for the 
original design of the Haddam beck Plant. CYAPCO concurs with the design philoso
phy of the NRC Staff, documented in Reference (5), that the basic objective is not 
to be vulnerable to a single event which both initiates a pressure transient and 
disables the mitigating system; this objective is stated in Item #2 above. 

The ability of the proposed mitigating system to meet the single failure criteria 
cannot be fully established at this time. As indicated in discussions during 
the February 24, 1977 meeting, it is anticipated that the control logic of t,.e 
proposed system will be redundant; however, the ability of the new PORV's to pro
vide sufficient relief capacity, considering a, single failure, cannot be ascer
tained until the results of the RCS transient analysis are known. 

the schedule for the installation of these proposed modifications was identified 
In Reference (4). Initial phases of procurement of the two new PORV's began 
shortly after the 1976 refueling outage. An analysis of potential RCS overpressuri-
ration transients for the. Haddam Neck Plant is currently underway and results are 
expected to be available in May, 1977, at the earliest. Therefore, it is planned 
that modifications will be installed during the.first refueling outage after 
December 31, 1977, contingent upon material availability. It 1B also expected that 
a detailed description of these modifications and supporting analyses will be sub-
Bitted to the NRC Staff in the latter half of 1977. 

With regard to actions prior to December 31, 1977, CYAPCO is currently evaluating 
possible alternatives, including the installation of interim hardware Improvements 
such as the use of the existing PORV's with dual setpoint control logic. However, 
as noted above and during the February 24, 1977 meeting, plant specific operating 
restrictions limit the feasibility of certain of these alternatives. These re
strictions, together with the results of RCS transient analyses and review of other 
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safety-related consideration pertaining to Interim hardware Improvements, are 
Inportant parcB of this overall evaluation. It is expected that the results 
of the CVAFCO evaluation of interim actions will be available during May, 1977. 

'.''.' Very truly yours, 

CONNECTICUT YANKEE ATOMIC POWER COMPANY 

Attachment 

iPr.Li 
D. C. Svitzer 
President 

^ 
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ATTACHMENT I 

Docket No. 50 213 

C0NNEC.1CUT YANKEE ATOMIC POWER COMPANY 

SADDAM NECK PLANT 

RCS OVERPRESSURIZATION 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON ADMINISTRATIVE MEASURES 

March, 1977 
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1) The staff considers it essential that all plant operators 
(i.e., reactor operators, equipment operators, Instrument 
and. Control personnel) be made aware of the details of 
the overpressure events which have occurred at PWR 
facilities. Tfour October 15, 1976 letter to the HRC' 
says that your o[.?rators have been informed of the past 
events. POSITION: The staff, however, will require 
that formal discussions be held to review the causes of 
jthe Ipast events, the plant conditions at the time, the 
Diitigating action that could have t> m or was taken and 
the preventive measures that would have avoided the 
transient. Also, identifying plant similarities and 
dist-inrtions, and discussing how these relate to plant 
startup, shutdown and testing operations is necessary. 
Please furnish the following information: 

a) Question 

If you have not already completed the required formal 
discussion, when will you do so? 

Answer 

As was stated in our 10/15/76 letter we have held 
discussions during our normal retraining sessions and 
informed the operators of the- concerns in regard to 
Reactor Coolant System Overpressurixation. However, 
to comply with the staff's requirements, we will have 
to held additional training sessions. We plan to 
complete this training by the end of May 1977. 

b) Question 

How will the discussions be held? 

Answer 

The discussions will be held as specially scheduled 
retraining classes. All licensed operators along with 
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Reactor Coolant System Overpressurization. 

auxiliary operators and I&C Technicians will be 
required to attend. 

e) Question 

Of the past PWR Appendix G violations that have 
occurred at PWR facilities and which are described 
in License Event Reports, identify which are not 
credible in your plant due to equipment differences. 
Provide a description of the distinctions. 

Answer 

The events which are not credible at Conn. Yankee as 
described in the License Event Reports are: 

1) Indian Point Unit #2 - (3/8/72), "Reactor Coolant 
Pump starting swept cold water thru hoc steam 
generator - pressure increase due to thermal 
expansion." 

At Conn. Yankee the loop isolation valves are 
used in the pump starting sequence. The Tc isolaton 
valve (cold leg) must be closed in order to start 
the KCP. It takes 3 minutes to fully open the 
valve and the valve can not be opened unless it is 
within 20°F of the hottest loop. Therefores having 
to start the pump with the Tc valve closed and the 
bypass open, the loop and steam generator rapidly 
approach an isothermal condition. The Tc valve 
interlock of 20°F to the warmest loop prevents 
injection of cold water through the rest of the 
system, and the very slaw opening time of the Tc 
valve (3 minutes) prevents a slug of cold water 
entering the vessel even if it is only maximum of 
20°F less than system temperature. 

2) Oconee Nuclear Station Unit #2 - (11/15/73), "During 
Zero Fewer Physics testing, test procedure 
instructions directed operating personnel to Increase 
reactor coolant pressure to approximately 1860 psig 
violating the limits." 

At Conn. Yankee, with the exception of cold rod 
drop testing, all zero power physics testing is 
done at ̂  535°F and 2000 psig in the RCS (hot zero 
power conditions). The cold rod drops are done 
with a bubble in the pressurizer. This test procedure 
will be changed to insure that the procedure reflects 
the necessity of having a bubble in the pressurizer 
during the test. 
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Reactor Coolant System Overpressurlzation. 

3) Indian Point Unit #2 - (2/22/74), "An inadvertent 
safety injection signal was generated which, by 
design, caused the accumulator discharge stop valves 
to open." 

Conn. Yankee's safety injection system does not have 
accumulators in it, therefore, this accident can 
not happen. 

4) Prairie Island Unit #1 - (10/31/73), "Reactor Coolant 
Pump starting swept cold water thru hot steam 
generator - pressure increase due to thermal expansion." 

This can not happen at Conn. Yankee because of the valve 
pump Interlocks as discussed in the first case above, 
(I.P. Unit n , 3/8/72). 

5) Prairie Island Unit 01 - (1/16/74), "While conducting 
safeguards logic train, a monthly surveillance test, 
a SI signal was initiated when a step which puts train 
A in test was Inadvertently missed. The SI signal 
opened Mo. 11 accumulator outlet isolation valve. 
Residual Heat Removal system isolation occurred as 
designed at 600 psig." 

This can not happen at Conn Yankee for two reasons: 
a) CY does not have RCS accumulators, and b) CY 
does not have automatic isolation of XHR. 

6) Prairie Island Unit #2 - (11/27/74), "A test signal 
Injected into the letdown controller instrument loop 
caused a letdown control valve to go closed. This 
isolated the letdown path. RHR system automatically 
isolated." 

Although closure of the letdown control valve is 
possible, CY does not have automatic isolation 
of the RHR, therefore, the RHR relief valve would 
be in-service. 

7) Surry Unit #1 - (1/28/73), "During process of 
filling and venting the RCS, "A" accumulator 
motor operated discharge isolation valve was 
opened to sweep any air trapped in accumulator 
discharge line into RCS. The opening of the valve 
caused the accumulator to cause the increase in RCS 
pressure." . 

Conn. Yankee does not have accumulators on the reactor 
coolant system or the safety injection system. 
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8) Turkey Point Unit C3 - (12/3/74), "In preparation 
for starting a reactor coolant pump, the operator 
placed the letdown control valve in automatic in 
order to increase reactor coolant pressure. At 
465 psig the RHR system loop suction isolation 
valve automatically closed isolating letdown." 

Since Conn. Yankee does not have automatic isolation 
of the RHR system, the KHR 500 lb. relief valve 
would have prevented this incident. 

9) Zlon Unit #1 - (6/13/73), "Charging pump 1A, with 
suction from Refueling Water Storage Tank, was 
started to increase reactor system pressure. Normal 
pressure control of continuous charging and letdown 
was not being used since Volume Control Tank was 
unavailable. Operator was distracted by a telephone 
call and left the area of the punp control switch. 
Unattended pump continued to pressurize system. RHR 
auction relief valve failed to lift and RHR system 
later isolated automatically at 600psig." 

At Conn. Yankee the first part Oi the incident is 
possible, but since the RHR system is not automatically 
isolated from the system, relief protection would be 
available. 

10) Zion Unit #2 - (9/18/75), "Station personnel were 
performing a RHR valve interlock test in which the 
RHR System is automatically isolated from the reactor 
coolant system. When the applied test signal reached 
the eetpoint, the RHR isolation valves closed removing 
the letdown path." 

There is no automatic isolation of the RHR system at 
Conn. Yankee. Also at CY if normal letdown is not 
bein& used, the alternate letdown path would be 
thiough the loop drain valves not the RHR -system. 

11) Peach Bottom Unit 92 - (3/6/74), "Following a main 
steam line isolation test, portions of the reactor 
vessel shell temperatures decayed to 125 F while 
reactor pressure remained at approximately 400 psig." 

Conn,'Yankee being a PWR can not get into this 
condition. This condition only exists on BWR's 

32) St. Lucie Unit 01 - (6/17/76), "With Shutdown Cooling 
System secured, a reactor coolant pump was starred 
and approximate RCS temperature rose to 140°F - reason 
unknown as of 6/22/76." 

Conn. Yankee valve-pump interlock would prevent this 
from happening. An individual loop could possible be 
warmed up but the valve would not be opened until it 
was within 20°F of the warmest running loop. 
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13) Indian Point Unit 92 - (1/23/74), "Starting of a 
single reactor coolant pump caused pressure surge. 
A nitrogen blanket in the pressurizer to act as a 
surge volume had been established; however, the 
amount of nitrogen added Co the pressurizer was 

"' Insufficient." 

Starting an Reactor Coolant Pump at Conn. Yankee 
would not cause a pressure surge increase unless 
the water in the loop was hotter than the rest of 

" the system. The 20°F valve interlock would prevent 
this loop from being cut into the system. 

T4)^Indian Point Unit HZ - (2/17/72), "Operator isolated 
"̂' letdown without verifying availability of letdown 
;"'' thru RHR system." 
1 . Zion Unit #1 - (6/3/75), "Operator failed to stop 
' the centrifugal charging pump when he secured the 

' 'RHR system to replace the RHR suction relief valve. 
"""'"J When the RHR siystem was secured, letdown was aiso 
'*;'secured." 

""" Trojan - (7/22/75), "The RHS suction valve from the 
^"iRCS Was closed by an unknown person (i.e., this 
1!"' isolated letdown) while the positive displacement 

charging pump was operating.1' 

Point Beach Unit 92 - (2/28/76), "Operational reasons 
I''' required the RHR system to be isolated from the reactor 

coolant system. Reduced letdown resulted in pressure 
__._ increase." 

"'' On the above four units it is pbvious that their 
_ letdown is lined up to the RHR system while in cold 
""'shutdown. Therefore, isolation of RHR isolates letdown. 
"° At Coni4. Yankee letdown is achieved in one of two 
" ways! 
t.n. • 

Normal letdown is out of Loop 1 hot leg through 
the letdown orifices into the chemical and 
volume control system. Refer to Attachment 1 & 2. 

Alternate letdown would be through each separate 
hot leg drain valve which connect to a header and 
then through the drain header throttle valve. 

If letdown were taking place on the CY system, closure 
of the RHR isolation valves would not change letdown. 

15) Beaver Valley Unit HI - (2/24/76), "Operate error in 
transferring electrical buses caused instrument spike 
isolating letdown from RHR System." 

Conn. Yankee does not have automatic isolation of the 
RHR system, therefore, an instrument spike would not 
isolate our RHR system. 

a) 
st«<". 

B) 
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16) Beaver Valley Unit 01 - (3/5/76), "Instrument 
Technician tripped wrong B/S during MSP, then 
Ops placed inverter in service with output breaker 
open, deenerglzing #1 vital bus, causing Safety 
Injection System which Isolated letdown". 

This would not happen at Conn. Yankee because of the 
use of tie-breakers In the system. Any time a vital 
bus Is lost it is picked up by the second vital bus. 
Also, if a feed breaker on one vital bus is opened, 
the connecting bus breaker is automatically closed 
because of the tie-bar. Refer to Attachment #3. 

b) Question 

Describe, in detail, how you are reducing the likelihood 
of the other remaining credible events. Furnish 
schematics, diagrams or procedural summaries necessary 
to support the effectiveness and reliability of these 
measures. 

Answer 

The events which are credible at Conn. Yankee aa described 
in the License Event Reports are: 

1) Indian Point Unit 02 - (4/6/72), "Operator inadvertently 
isolated letdown." 

Palisades - (9/1/74), "A procedure "CAUTION" statement 
was not rigorously adhered to while performing a 
primary coolant system leak test." 

Point Beach Unit #2 - (12/10/74), "Following repair, 
a'safety irjaction pump was lined up for a test run. 
However, safety injection pump discharge was not 
Isolated from injecting into the reactor coolant system. 
Pressure transient caused by starting of SI pump. 

The above three incidents would all be procedural 
violations at Conn. Yankee. There is no way that human 
error can be completely removed from operating a plant 
in any mode of operation. However, we feel that Conn. 
Yankee's o. ̂ rating experience and record to date are a 
reflection of good operating procedures and well trained 
and highly qualified operators. Conn. Yankee has not 
experienced an overpresserization incident in its 10 years 
of operation. The mitigating :ystem which we propose to 
install will eliminate the hazard of such an error by 
providing sufficient relief protection during solid operation. 
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As was stated in our 10/15/76 letter to the NRC we 
have reviewed and revised our procedures to minimize the 
•time solid and alert the operators to the possibility and 
danger of overpresButization. Attachment M is a listing 
of the procedural changes made. 

2) D. C. Cook Unit 91 - (4/14/76), "During RPS testing, 
Inadvertent letdown isolatioa was initiated." 

During our normal Reactor Protective System testirg 
at Conn. Yankee, we are normally hot and at power. 
However, these tests are also done during the loss 
"of AC and Core Cooling tests. In this case, we 
would be cold and vented. The core cooling system 
would be isolated from the 3ystem to prevent 

iii-'" • -werpressurizatior 
:5)/Indian Point Unic #2 - f*'18/73), "Closure of 
"' certain air operator '.»̂ s in reactor coolant 
> ! letdown system cr-'^e^ by freezing of moisture in 
'' air sup? 1' line." 

Although this incident is credible at Conn. Yankee 
- p '* it is extremely unlikely. The contrc] jir system 

which supplies air to these valves is idically 
1 checked for moisture. The system is op^ _•^d at a 
'•'• ' -60°C dew point. Also all valves associated with 

Jetdown are within enclosures which make che incident 
' even _more remote. 

4) tSt. Lucie Unit #1 - (8/12/75), "Letdown isolation 
valve failed closed when I&C personnel reioved cover 
'from sealing relay associated with letdown isolation 
valve. When relay cover was removed, broken wires 
on relay became disconnected causing letdown valve 
'to close. 

i 
This incident is one which is virtually impossible 
.'to protect against. Apparently the I&C technician 
Jh"ad no way of knowing there were lose wires in the 
relay until the cover was removed. We feel that the 
^JRC's requirement that I&C personnel attend training 
on these Issues will help eliminate such an incident. 

Ti, 

2) The.lSajority of the reported pressure transient events have 
occurred while the plants were operating in a water solid 
condition. POSITION: The staff will require that operations 
during which the plant is maintained in a water solid condition 
be minimized or if possible eliminated. Those operations 
in which the plant is in a water solid condition must be fully 
justified. Accordingly, please provide the following information: 
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Question 

a) Describe the procedures, evolutions or situations that 
require the plant to be maintained in a water solid 
condition. Also provide reasons why a nitrogen, air 
or steam bubble cannot be maintained in these situations. 

b) Include sufficient background or supplementary information 
such as system diagrams, procedure summaries and 
descriptions of equipment operation to justify your need 
for operating the plant in a water solid condition. 

Answer 

It Is necessary for CY to operate in the water solid 
condition for a limited amount of time. The following 
evolutions require water solid operation: 

Filling and venting the entire system (NOP 2.4-1) 
Hydrostatic Test (SUR 5.1-1) 
Plant Startup, Cold Shutdown to Hot Standby (NOP 2.1-1) 
Plant Shutdown, Hot Standby to Cold Shutdown (NOP 2.3-4) 

Before describing the reasons for going solid in each of 
the above evolutions, it is important to point out the 
common limiting design criteria which dictate the 
amount of time we must remain in the solid condition; 

1) The minimum Reactor Coolant System pressure needed to 
operate a Reactor Coolant Pump is 375 psig. This 
limitation is the addition of three factors: 275 psig 
AP across #1 seal; 25 psig backpressure on #1 seal 
leakoff; and 75 psig to account for instrument error 
and small system transients while starting the pump. 

2) ' The AT between the pressurizer surge line and the 
reactor coclant system is 200°F. 

Filling and Venting The Entire System - In order to 
properly vent the Reactor Coolant System, it is absolutely 
necessary to go solid. Each of the loops, vessel, 
pressurizer, have vents on them which are opened during 
Che filling process. As the system is being filled, the 
air is being forced through the vents. Once the system 
is full, the RCP's are run, one at a time, to remove any 
trapped air in the loops (pump casings, steam generators, 
etc.) and force it into the reactor vessel head area to 
be vented off. In order to run the RCP we must have 
a minimum system pressure of 375 psig. While venting the 
system, temperature must be maintained less than 200°F to 
avoid steaming off through the vents and causing air or 
steam pockets in the system. At 375 psig the RCS 
temperature would have to be t 440°F to produce saturated 
Stearn.With the limitation of 200°F between pressurizer 
surge line and reactor coolant system the maximum 
temperature in the pressurizer would be 400°F. Therefore, 
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-It Is evident that a steam bubble can not be formed 
with these limitations being adhered to. It is very 
Important to remember that the venting Is done to 

'protect the system. Removing air from the system prevents 
possible stress corrosion. Addition of a nitrogen bubble 
in the pressuri=er is not recommended by our NSSS supplier 
because of the possible formation of nitric acid in the 

"system. The system chemistry specs must not be violated. 
c Hydrostatic Test - This test is required for verification of 
• 'the Reactor Coolant System leak tightness after the system 
has been opened for refueling or maintenance. The entire 

zAiystem must be solid in order to detect all possible 
system leaks. If air, steam, or any gas, is in the area 

'bfa leaking component, it is very likely that the leak 
Vlll not be found until the system is up in temperature 

l'and pressure. This test is, performed after completion of 
filling and venting the entire system. The reactor 
coolant pumps are run in order to bring the system 
temperature up between 220°F to 240°F, and are periodically 
run'during the test to maintain an isothermal condition 
throughout the system until completion of the test. 

•Cold Shutdown To Hot Standby - After completion of filling 
"and venting, and the hydrostatic test, the system temperature 
is maintained <ZO0°F, pressure is atmospheric with the pre-
'ssurizer vented at 85% level. The system temperature is 
increased by running the RCP's and the pressurizer heaters. 

'In order to run the RCP the system pressure must be at least 
375 pslg which would require a minimum of 440°F in the 
pMssaurizer to form a steam bubble. With a 200°F AT the 
RCS temperature would have to be a minimum of 240°F. 
It is Important t* remember that these values are all 
mlnimums and normal operations would be performed at more 
_coaeervative values. Once seal water flow is established 
-to the pump seals, a charging pump is started. The seal 
water flowing into the system fills the pressurizer and 
the vent is closed. The system is solid and letdown is 
'-lined up and in service. The RCP is now started and all 
'heaters are energized in the pressurl^er. When the 
;'pressurizer water temperature increases to i.450oF with 
"'the Reactor Coolant System Temperature 250°F to 300°F and 
^bressure approximately 450 paig a bubble is formed in the 
-pressurizer. This is done by draining the RCS through 
"the drain header throttle valve to the VCT or VDS. The 
•^ressurizer is drained to 30% level. It is Important to 
•note that if the dissolved oxygen concentration was not 
less than 0.10 ppm the RCS heatup would be stopped at 
230 CF until the spec, was met. This would prolong the 
time in the solid mode until the affect of the added 
hydrazene removed the oxygen from the system. 
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Hot Standby to Cold Shutdown - This evolution starts 
with the reactor coolant system at 533°F and 2000 psig. 
The Intent of the procedure is to bring the plant to 
atmospheric pressure and ^1Q0°F. The 200°F AT limitation 
applies to the pressurizer sprays as well as the surge 
line. In order to cool down the pressurizer top half 
(steam phaf'' it Is necessary to go solid. If a steam 
bubble wer t in the top half of the pressurizer, the 
AT limit between the spray no7-:ie and Reactor Coolant 
system would be quickly exceeded. The bubble is broken 
at approximately 450°F In the pressurizer steam phase 
area and 600 paig i.i the Reactor Coolant System. This 
must be done in order to allow for an even system cooldovm 
and allow operation of the Reactor Coolant Pump. When 
the pressurizer temperature has been reduced to 
approximately 300OF and system pressure to 400 psig the 
Reactor Coolant Pumps are stopped and the RHR system 
placed in service. To - an even cooldown the RCP's 
are periodically run for 10 minutes to completely mix the 
system and bring it to an Isothermal condition. 

3) The inadvertent operation on SIS components during cold 
shutdown conditions has been responsible for a major 
portion of the overpressure incidents. 
POSITION: Based on the licensee submittals, the recent 
November 3-5, 1976 meetings, and discussions with NSSS 
vendors, the staff will require the de-energlzlng of SIS 
pumps and closure of SI header/discharge valve during cold 
shutdown operations. Those situations during which this 
position cannot be met must be described and be fully 
justified. Accordingly, please provide the following information: 

a) Question 

A schematic diagram of the SIS showing the flowp-'ns 
Into the RCS. 

Answer 

Refer to Attachment 1/5, Core Cooling System. 

b) Question 

The head flow characteristics of each of the SIS pumps. 

Answer 

1) High treasure Szfety Injection Pumps (HPSI): 
Flow = 1750 gpm, head = 2250 ft. 

2) Low Pressure Safety Injection Pumps (L.P.S.I.): 
Flow - S500 gpm, Head = 590 ft. 

3) Charging Pumps: 
Flow = 360 gpm, Head - 2750 psig. 
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A) Residual Heat Removal Pumps (RMS): 
Flow •» 2200 gpm, Head = 300 ft. 

c) question 

Identify on the schematic diagrams the pumps and the 
valves to be closed and de-energlzed. 

Answer 

Refer to Attachment "5, Core Cooling System. 

d) Question 

Your time shcedule for implementing these administrative 
and operating procedural changes to meet this position. 

Answer.-

3>e-energizing the SIS pumps and closure of the discharge 
valves is and has been part of Conn. Yankee's Core Cooling 
line-up procedure for shutdown condition. 

e) Question 

Indicate all circumstances for which the SIS pumps and 
valves may not be isolated and de-energized and for those 
situations, describe the manner in which SIS injection 
would be prevented. 

Answer 

During a cold shutdown (refueling) the Partial Loss of AC 
with Core Cooling Actuation is performed. During this 
test the MOV's are energized and the safety injection 
pumps are energized. However, the discharge valves are 
locked closed on the pumps and only one train is in this 
configuration at a time. The pumps and MOV's are energized 
to verify that they operate on a core cooling signal. During 
this test the system Is vented. Also during this test the 
charging pump Is running with the tnannual discharge valve 
closed and pressure being waintsined through the Reactor 
Coolant Pump Seals. The seal water return valve must be 
open during this test to verify it will go closed on a 
core cooling signal. 

f) Question 

The location of the breakers thit will be opened, and the 
placed from which they can be controlled. 
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Answer 

The motor operated valve breakers are on MCC-5 which is 
located In Switchgear. With the breakers energized the 
valves can be operated from the Main Control Board. The 
valves can be manually operated at the valve. When the 
breaker' is de-energized, it is tagged at Che MCC and a tag 
Is placed on the valve motor operator handwheel. 

The safety Injection pump breakers are racked out. and 
tagged'when the pumps are de-energized. The control 

^ switches are located on the main control board and are 
placed In the trip pullout position and tagged. 

g) Question 

Prescribe the pos i t ion indication and s tatus s ignals which 
Will he l o s t as a resul t of de-energizing these components. 

'answer 
it. . 
The de-energized pumps would have the hand switch in the 
trip pullout position and the racked out breaker would 
cause a loss of light signal on the MCB. 

The de-energized valves would have, a loss of light signal 
on the MCB also. Neither the green (closed) or red (open) 
lights would be lite. 

h) Question 

describe in detail, the administrative procedures which 
will be used to assure proper equipment alignment and the 
supervisory personnel responsible for maintaining control. 

i&iswer 
•H—rr. 

The operating procedures have valve alignment checkoff lists 
attached to the procedures. These checkoff lists have the 
normal position and the position the valve is to be put in. 
1'f the position of any of these valves is found to be 
incorrect, the Shift Supervisor must be informed. The valve list 
Is reviewed by the Control Room Operator performing the 
teat and approved by the Shift Supervisor. 

It is the Control Operators responsibility to: 

1) Direct the Auxiliary Operators in essential support 
. operations. 

2) In the absence of the Supervising Control Operator, 
perforin all duties and exercise all authority of that 
position until relieved. 

It is the Supervising Control Operators rz^-'^^Hty to: 
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1) Assume responsibility for the safe and orderly 
conduct of plant operations during assigned shift. 

' 2) Assume responsibility for plant operation in 
accordance with applicable licenses, Technical 
Specifications, governmental regulations and permits, 
procedures, company orders, rules, instructions 
and policy requirements. 

'••' 3) Assume responsibility for conducting necessary tests 
and Inspections as scheduled or otherwise required. 

" 4) Assume responsibility for keeping the Shift Supervisor 
Informed of any condition which affects or may affect 

•"••'"•" plant status or operability and all unusual or 
• -' abnormal plant conditions. 

If Is the Shift Supervisors responsibility to: 

" 1J Assume responsibility and has Che authority for 
v.... insuring the safe and efficient operation of the 

plant and Its supporting systems during assigned 
•:?;. ' periods in accordance with applicable licenses, 

governmental regulations and permits, Technical 
-"'•"• "Specifications, procedures, company orders, rules, 
•.ij: instructions and policy requirements. 

2) Assume responsibility and authority for approving/ 
' 'disapproving all work and testing activi .ies which 

may affect the operation of the plant and/or its 
' • supporting systems prior to commencement. 

1-V 3) . Assume responsibility for the safe id orderly conduct 
of plant operations during assigned shift. 

K. 
vv 4) Assume responsibility for conducting the necessarv 

'-1"' tests and inspections as scheduled or otherwise required. 
•liT'.:5) Maintain communication with the Control Room and grants 

permission for significant operating activities in 
T'-- advance. 

i) Question 

Indicate the RCS temperature/pressure conditions for which 
the accumulator isolation valve will be closed, and describe 
ifl& location of the breaker, and Che places from which it 
may be controlled. 

Answer 

Since Conn. Yankee does not have safety injection accumulators, 
this question does not apply. 
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J) Question 

Describe the Impact on overall plant operations if you 
routinely lowered accumulator nitrogen pressure when in 
a cold shutdown condiiton. 

Answer 

Since Conn. Yankee does not have safety injection 
accumulators, this question does not apply. 

4) The staff has noted that several Appendix G violations have 
occurred during component or system test? while in cold and 
shutdown conditions. In this regard, please address th/. 
following questions. 

a) Question 

What tomponents or systems that could cause overpressure 
transients, are routinely tested while in a cold shutdown 
condition? 

b) Question 

What extra measures are taken to pievent an overpressure 
event during these tests? 

Answer 

During the Partial Loss of AC coincident with Core Cooling 
Actuation test, the safety injection pumps are started. 
As explained In the answer to question 3c, this test is 
performed one train at a time, with the manual operated 
discharge valves locked closed. The system is vented 
wBlle performing this test. Also the pumps are pr<;-ruci, 
with all valves closed, before the valve line-up is 
changed for the test. This would insure back-up protection 
IS? the discharge valves were not closed and the discharge 
valves would then be closed for the test. 

5) The staff believes that a high pressure alarm used during low 
^CS 'temperature operations is an effective means to attract 
the operators' attention to a transient in progress. POSITION: 
Although it clearly is not a mitigating device, if it is not 
presently installed, the staff will require that it be Installed 
as Soon as possible, 

Your October IS letter to the NRC stated the CYAPCO was evaluating 
the-feasability of installing a computer generated alarm and/or 
indications. Based on the staff's position discussed above, 
please provide the following: 
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a) Quest loti 

Your method to provide the alarm, and the associated 
time schedule, or your Justification for why this cannot 
be done. 

Answer 

A computer generated alarm was put into service on 10/27/76. 
A program was written which monitors reactor coolant 
pressure and each cold ?eg temperature, and alarms the 
-operator when an overpressure condition exists. This alarm 

- • was- Installed only as an interim measure. If our mitigating 
'•''* system is accepted by the NBC an independent alarm {not 

computer generated) will be installed with the new control 
" system. 

b) Question 

A- synopsis of the system modifications that are necessary-

Answer 

The final alarm system will be actuated off a bi-stable 
which will get its signal from a signal conditioner. This 
signal conditioner (two, one for heatup, one for cooldown) 
will be programed to follow the applicable Appendix C curves. 
These signal conditioners are taking the lowest RCS loop 
temperature and converting It to a corresponding pressure 
as derived from the Appendix G curve. The bl-stable 
will also receive a signal from the actual system pressure 
and will be activated on the comparison of the two. 

e) Question 

The alarm setpolnt, mode of a...iunciation and sensor. 

Answer 

-•'•The alarm setpoint for the interim system can be seen on 
''"'Attachment #6. If the setpoint is exceeded the "Data Logger 
: "_'• Message" Alarm will annunciate and a message will be 
"'printed on the data logger, as shown on Attachment #7, 
~ T Cwhich Is an example. The sensors being used are wide range 
i y reactor coolant pressure and the cold leg temperature RTD's. 

dY • Question 
1 ! How you ensure that the alarm is available and operating 
'- properly during all water-solid operations ana how you 

minimize its down-time for all other cold shutdown conditions. 
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Answer 

With the Interim alarm system, the r.larm Is available as 
long as the computer is operating. The computer will 
normally be operating during all evolutions which require 
water-solid operations. Unlesa the computer was being 
serviced it would be operating during all other cold 
shutdown conditions. The proposed mitigating system alarm 
would not be computer dependent, and would >e available 
during all cold and water-solid conditions. 

6) The RHR (or SCS) is normally connected to the RCS and operating 
when the plant ia in a cold shutdown conditin. The inadvertent 
Isolation of Che RHR system while water solid has caused 
a number of overpressure transients, and the RHR safety valve 
has actually terminated others. The RHR (or SCS) therefore, 
plays an important part in the initiation and possible mitigation 
Sf the PWR overpiessurizations. Accordingly, we request the 
following additional information. 

a) <?uestion 

RHR (or SCS) design pressure. 

Answer 

She design pressure is 500 psig on the Conn. Yankee RHR system. 

b) Question 

A description of the system isolation valves and their 
arrangement (e.g., number and configuration of valves 
Installed, and pneumatic or motor operated). 

Answer 
J; 
Refer to Attachment #5. There are four motor operated 
isolation valves on Cue RHR system. Two of these are 
key-operated valves (RH-MOV-781, RH-MOV-803) and two are 
jpressure-interlock valves (RH-MOV-780, RH-MOV-804). 
AII,-

c) Question 

Interlocks, interlock setpoints, and alarms associated 
with each isolation valve. 

- Answer 

The two pressure-interlock valves can not be opened unless 
the system pressure is below 400 psig. There is no 
•automatic isolation oE SER on the Conn. Yankee System, and 
no alarms associated with the incerlcck. 
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d) Question 
Nominal stroke time of isolation valvt-.a. 

Answer 

.The normal stroke tine of these valves is approximately 2 
minutes in either direction. 

e) Question 

The setpoint and capacity of RHR (or SCS) relief and 
i, '.., i safety valves. 

ur . : . 
i ;• - Answer 
ci i . " . ' • 

• There is one relief valve on the discharge side of the RH8 
:\v. .-pumps. This relief valve is set at 500 psig and is 
<-.: .i designed to relieve at a rate of 960 gpm at 500 psig. 
i C : i <' 
f) Question 

a ->• -

All pressure alarms, setpoints and associated annunciation 
'for the system. 
•Answer 

TThere are no pressure alarms on the system. There is a 
pressure indication on the main control board. There is 

t •• C« low flow alarm set at 2200 gpm. There is a temperature 
indicator on the main control board, but there are no 
.'associated alarms for system temperature. 

7) Reactor coolant system heatups, resulting from improper 
operation of the reactor coolant pump (RCP) while in a cold, 
shutdown and water solid condition, have been responsible for 
approximately 152! of the RCS overpressurization events. 
P0SITI0K: We will require chat all licensees include provisions 
to prevent RCP starts while in a water solid condition unless 
absolutely necessary. In those cases where the RCP starts 
cannot be avoided, the licensee should take appropriate steps 
to determine and minimize the RCS temperature profile. 

Based on the position stated above, please provide the 
following additional Information: 

a) Question 

Describe the normal operating condiitons during which the 
7RCS is maintained water solid with all RCP's stopped 
:(e.g., fill and vent, pressurizer cooldown). 
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Answer 

As described in answers 2a and b, there are four conditions 
In which the plant requires solid operation: 

1) Filling and Venting the Entire System - During this 
"'• evolution the plant starts out cold (^100°F), 

atmospheric pressure, and vented. The objective Is 
Co remove as much air or gas from the vented system as 
possible. This is accomplished by filling the system 
through the fill header, using a charging pump. As 
the water is injected into the system, the gases 
are vented off to the waste disposal system. Once the 
system is filled the vents are closed, however, there 
are still pockets of gases in the system. In order 
to remove these gases the reactor coolant pumps must 
be run. This forces the gas out of the loops into the 

'• vessel head where ic is then vented off. If th<s pumps 
were not run the gases would eventually dissolve into 
the reactor coolant (during heatup) and chemistry 

: • requirements could not be met. This would cause 
prolonged operation in the solid mode of operation. 

2) - Hydrostatic Test - During the hydrostatic leak test the 
plant is brought from atmospheric pressure to 2009 psig. 

;•_ The pressure is provided by use of the charging pump. 
This evolution takes place after filling and venting 

-'• the system, because the system musi be solid. In order 
'"- to bring the reactor coolant system pressure up to 

2000 psig and stay within the Appendix G curves, the 
system temperature must be brought up to 220°F-240°F 
and maintained at that temperature.The system is 
t<100oF at the start. The service water to the RHR 

1 • ' '• heat exchangers is cut off and the system temperature 
',••- is slowly brought up by decay heat in the core. The 
='••-' • RHR pumps continue to rvn to provide mixing in the system 

-)•'- for an even heatup. Unfortunately decay heat (after a 
21 .' . normal refueling outage) is not sufficient to bring the 
' c system up to the required temperature. This is also an 
'"!•••' extremely slow method of heatup. Therefore, the RHR 
'-•'•"-•• system is secured and a Reactor Coolant Pump is run, 
tc •'-••"one loop at a time. This process provides a reasonable 

heatup rate and an even system heatuy. Once the system 
::. - <" is at the required temperature a RCP is periodically 
H :S . run t<j maintain the required temperature during f'.ie 

test. Once the test is complete the system is 
* •'. . .de-pressurizedthe temperature taken to <200°F, and the 

pressurizer vented with the level down, to ^85%. 

3) Cold Shutdown to Hot Standby - This evolution will 
• normally talce place right after completion of the Hydrostatic 

Test. Therfore, the system pressure is atmospheric with 
the pressurizer vent and system temperature <200°F. 
It Is necessary to heat the system up at this time while 
solid. The pressurizer heaters are energized, however, 
these are not sufficient to heat up the RCS also. The 
200°F AT must be adhered to. Approximately 450°F at 
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400 psig Is required in the pressurizer to pull 
a steam bubble, therefore, the minimum temperature 
in the RCS would be -<.250°F. To get Z50°F in the RCS 

j . a Reactor Coolant Pump must be run. To run an RCP 
the minimum RCS pressure is 375 psig. Once the 
pressurizer temperature is 450CF a bubble will be 
formed. It is essential to maintain a high pressure 
(i400 psig) in the system to Insure a bubble does not 
form in the vessel or a lô ip. 

4) Hot Standby to Cold Shutdown - This evolution starts 
•with the reactor coolant system at 533°F and 2000 psig. 
The intent of the procedure is to bring the plant to 
.atmospheric pressure and •vl00aF. The 2Q0°F AT 
limitation applies to the pressurizer sprays as well 
as the surge li-e. In order to cool down the 
pressurizer top half (steam phase) it is necessary to 
go solid. If a steam bubble were kept in the top half 
.of the pressurizer the AT limit between the spray nozzle 
-.and Reactor Coolant System would be quickly exceeded. 
-The bubble is broken at approximately 450°F in the 
-.pressurizer steam phase area and 600 psig on the Reactor 
Coolant System. This must be done in order to allow 

i for an even system cooldown and allow operation of the 
.Reactor Coolant Pump. When the pressurizer temperature 
has been reduced to approximately 300°F and system 
pressure to 400 psig, the Reactor Coolant Pumps are 
-.stopped and the RHR system placed in service. To 
insure an even cooldown the RCP's are periodically 
,Tun for 10 minutes to completely mix the system and 
bring it to an isothermal condition. 

b) Question 

For,each of the above procedures, justir'y your inability to 
establish an N,, ail o r steam bubble in the pressurizer 
prior to the start of the first RCP. 

Answer 

In all of the above procedures, neither air nor N2 are 
'. ated in the system. As explained in previous answers 
air is not desirable because of the likelihood of stress 
corrosion to system components. N 2 is not desirable In 
the system because of the possibility of Nitric Acid 
Formation. It has also been explained that because of our 
AT limitations between pressurizer and RCS, a bubblt car 
not be formed (heatup) or collapsed (cooldown) any sooner 
than It is presently being done. 
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c) Question 

What are the limits associated with system temperatures 
before the first RCP can be started In a solid RCS? 

Answer 
There are no interlock type limitations on starting of 
the first RCP. However, once one pump is running the 
other three loop temperatures must be within 20°F of the 
warmest running loop before theloop Tc valve can be opened. In 
order to start any pump in any configuration, the Xc valve 
must be .fully closed and either the Tu, or bypass valve 
must be open. It takes i»3 minutes to open the Tc valve, 
therefore, the loop is isothermal before it can be cut 
Into the system. Administratively, the procedures are 
beint. changed ao that the loop can not be cut Into service 
unless it is within + 20°F of the system temperature. 
Presently the valve temperature interlock only prevents a 
cold loop from beinc cur in. 

d) Question 

Specify the instruments utilized to determine the RCS 
temperature profile. 

Answer 
Individual loop Tc and loop AT indicators are on the 
main control board, vessel head temperature, pressurizer 
water phase and pressurizer steam phase indications, and 
RHR inlet and outlet temperatures are all located on the 
Main Cor.crol Board. During the heatup and cooldawn the 
vessel head temperature is put into trend on the 
computer. This is the temperature which is monitored 
to 'keep within our adminlstra*- ive heatup and coo Id own 
rates of <50°F/hr. 

e) Question 

Provide the necessary schematics and procedural 
descriptions that show that your actions would be to 
bring the RCS to an isothermal condition. 

Answer 

As previously stated the affected procedures will be 
changes to require that a loop with a running RCP will 
not be cut into the system unless it is within + 20°F the 
system temperature. These are limits and the loop should 
be as close to system temperature as possible. 
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• f) • Question 

Summarize any other measures you take to reduce 
possible RCS pressure spikes durior. '"'" starts, 
(e.g;, open all letdown orifice lsui.ition valves, 
stop makeup flow, etc.) ' 

Answer 

• It is pur' experience that if any pressure"transients 
* results .from the starting of an RCP, it is a sag in 
pressure not a spike. TWi6 is one-of the considerations 
in the.determination of the minimum system pressure needed 
before starting a pump. However,, if a pressure increase 

- were to be seen, the drain header throttle valve would be 
opened to bring the pressure back down. . . , 
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ATTACHMENT U 

The following are changes which have been made to existing procedures. 
These changes are Intended to point out the areas where overpressure 
can occur and possibly shorten the time solid: 

SOP 2.1-1 Plant Startup, Cold Shutdown to Hot Standby, 
5.4 Original Statement - The reactor coolant pressure must be 

maintained In accordance with the pressure-temperature curve 
Included in section 3.4 of the technical specifications for 
the specified service period (Figure 3.4-2,-4,-6). 

Addition to original statement - These curves were calculated 
in accordance with Appendix G in Section III of the ASME 
boiler and pressure vessel code. During wacer solid conditions 
these limits could be exceeded easily. Strict attention and 
care must be maintained during this period of operation to 
avoid overpressurization of the RCS. 

MOP 2.3-4 Plant Shutdown, Hot Standby to Cold Shutdown 
5.9 Original statement - The reactor coolant pressure must be 

maintained in accordance with the pressure-temperature curve, 
Figures 3.4-3, 3.4-5, or 3.4-7 of Section 3.4 of Technical 
Specifications. 

Addition to original statement - These curves were calculated 
in accordance with Appendix G in Section III of the ASME Boiler 
& Pressure vessel code. During water solid conditions, chese 
limits could be exceeded easily. Strict attention and care 
oust be maintained during this period of operation to avoid 
overpressurization of the RCS. 

6.23 Original Statement - When the pressurizer steam phase 
temperature has decreased to approximately 450°F and reactor 
coolant pressure is approximately 600 psig, collapse pressurizer 
steam bubble by increaseing level in the pressurizer to >1002, 
A solid system (filled pressurizer) is indicated by an 
increasing system pressure. 

Note: Observe system cooldown curves, figures 3.4-3, 3.4-5 
or 3,4-7 of section 3.4 of Technical Specifications. 
Change the note statement to-
Caution: Without the steam bubble the RCS is always 
susceftible to overpressurization-strict adherance must be 
kept to tLie system cooldo-m curves figures 3.4-3, 3.4-5, or 
3.4-7 of Stction 3.4 of Technical Specifications. 

6.31.0 Original Statement - Repeat this operation every 2-4 hours 
but start a different reactor coolant pump each time the 
reactor coolant Is circulated. 
Addition tc the original statement -
Caution; Starting the reactor coolant pump in a solid system 
can cause a thermal input into the RCS which in turn would 
cause a pressure increase. System pressure and temperature 
must be monitored very closely during this operation in order 
not to eXLeed the heatup and cooldown curves in Section 3,4 
of Technical Specifications. 
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ATTACHMENT //4 

WOP 2.4-1. fiCS, Filling and Venting of Entire System 
6.2,12 Original statement^ Continue filling the pressurizer until water 

issues from the vent connection, then close valve VhWV551, 
Addition to original statement-
Caution: With the system now solid, extreme care must be taken 
not to exceed the pressure temperature curves in section 3.4 of 
Tech. Specs. 

6.2.26 Original statement- Use the drain header throttle valve (DE--K0V-
301) to establish 400-500 psig in the RCS. 
NOTE: Observe pressure-temperature limitations as shown in Tech. 
Specs. Manual, Section 3.4, Figures 3.4.1 through 3.4.7. 
Addition to original note- These curves must be used to insure the 
RCS temperature is sufficient for the pressure the system is 
being taken to. 
." 

6.2.29 Original statement- Vent the vessel head and the Tf, and bypass 
lines of the loop which was circulated per steps 6.2.18 & 6.2.21. 
NOTE: Maintain RCS pressure at 400-500 psig. 
Changed limits in original note-
N0TE: Maintain RCS pressure at 400-425 psig. 

WOP 2.9-1 RHfi system,placing system in service. 
5.6 Original statement- Insure strict compliance with all plant cool-

down and shutdown limitations (Tech. Specs., Section 3.4, figures 
3.4-3, 5 and 7). 
Addition to original statements- These curves must be adhered to, 
in order to insure that the reactor coolant system is not over-
pressurized. 

HOP 2.12-1 CCS, Lineup for shutdown and at power operation. 
6.1 Original Statement- Lineup the core cooling systems for cold 

shutdown operation as follows: 
Addition to original statement- (This is to be done with the system 
pressure between 500 and 1000 psig and between 260°F and 300°F}. 

6.1.6 Original statement- De-energize the core cooling 1JL switches. 
Addition to original statement- This is to be done at * 500 psig 

. and * 1000 psig. 
6.2 Original statement-Lineup the cere cooling and associated systems 

for hot or at power operation as follows: 
Addition to original statement- (This is to be done with the system 
pressure between 500 and 1000 psig, and between 260°F and 3Q0°F). 
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ATTACHMENT M 

6.2.7 Original statement- Re-energize core cooling WL switches. 
Addition to original statement- This is to be done at - 500 psig 
and - 1000 psig. 

SUR 5.1-1 Hydrostatic Test 
4.2.1 Original Statement- The reactor is shutdown and coolant temperature 

is between 205°F and 225°F. 
Changed statement limits to- between 220°F and Z40°F. 

5.1 Original statement- Tho maximum allowable hydrostatic pressure with 
the core installed is 2735 psig: insure compliance with DTT. 
Changed statement to-The maximum allowable hydrostatic pressure 
with the- core installed is 2735 psig; insure compliance with the 
hydrostatic and leak testing curves in section 3,4 of the Technical 
Specifications. 

6.1.6 Original state;ner.t- Announce the star:: of the test over the PA 
system and increase pressure to 1000 * 50 psig as read on the 
sample room heise gage by increasing J.,e charging pump flow through 
the fill header flow control valve (FH-FC-295} and/or by regulating 
the drain header remote throttle valve (DH-K0V-310), 
Addition to original statement- Caution: The limits for temperature 
and pressure for the hydrostatic and leak test curves in section J.4 
of Tech. Specs, must be adhered to, in order to avoid overpressur-
ization of the reactor coolant system. 

6.1.7 Oriqinal statement- Verify the system temperature is within 205°F -
225°F as read from the computer printout. 
Changed the limits of original statement to 220°F to 240°F. 

6.2.7 Original statement- Announce the starj of the test over the *\H 
system and increase pressure to 1000 - 50 psig as read on the 
sample room heise gage by increasing the charging pump flow through 
the fill header flow control valve (FH-FC-2&5) and/or by regulating 
the drain header remote throttle valve (DH-MQV-310). 
Addition to original statement- Caution: The limits for temperature 
• and pressure for the hydrostatic and leak test curves in section 3.4 
of Tech. Specs, must be adhered to, in order to avoid overpressur-
ization of the reactor coolant system. 

6.2.8 Original statement- Verify the system temperature is within 205°F -
225°F as read from the computer printout. 
Changed the limits of original statement to 220°F to 240°F. 
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ATTACHMENT 04 

SUR 5.1-18 Partial Loss of AC Coincident With Core Cooling Actuation Test 

2.4 Added this statement under llcnese or administrative 
requirements - Technical Specifications, Section 3.4, 
combined heatup cooiJown and pressure limitations. 

4.12 Added statement to procedure - KHR isolation valves are 
open placing 5000 relief valve in service on RCS. 

5.7 Added statement to procedure - Pressure and temperature 
limitations of Technical Specifications, Section 3.4 
must be adhered to at all times. 

SUR 5.1-19 Partial Loss of AC Coincident With Core Cooling Actuation Test 

2.4 Added this statement under license or administrative 
requirements - Technical Specifications, Section 3.4 
combined heatup cooldown and pressure limitations. 

4.12 Addud statement to procedure - RHR isolation valves are open 
placing 500# relief valve in service on RCS. 

5.7 Added statement to procedure - Pressure and temperature 
limitations of Technical • ifications, Section 3.4 
must be adhered to at all times. 

KOP 2.0-A (Appendix) Precautions, Limitations and Setpoints 

A-£.b Original Statement - Based on the reactor vessel DIT 
limitations, the maximum allowable reactor vessel pressure 
versus reactor coolant temperature as shown in Figures 1 5 2 
must not be exceeded. As a general recommendation 
throughout the life of the plant, the reactor vessel must 
not be pressurized.above 500 pslg unless the temperature 
is above 90°F. 

New Statement - Based on the reactor vessel DTT 
limitations, the maximum allowable reactor vessel pressure, 
versus reactor coolant temperature as defined in Technical 
Specifications, Section 3.4, combined heatup, cooldown 
and pressure limitations must not be exceeded. 
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REFERENCE 8 

CONNECTICUT YANKEE ATOMIC POWER COMPANY 

B E R L I N . C O N N E C T I C U T 
P. O. BOX 2 7 0 HAR7F0H0. CONNECTICUT OS10I 

TILIPHDXI 
aoa*cee-6»ii 

Regulatory F|IB Cy. 
March 21, 1977 

Docket Ho. 50-213 

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
Attn: Mr. A. Sthwencer, Chief 

Operating Reactors Branch tfl 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20555 

k 
References: 

Gentlemen: 

(1) A. Schwencer letter to D. C. Switzer dated February 14, 1977. 
(2) D. C. Switzer letter to A. Schwencer dated March 1, 1977. 
(3) D. C. Switzer letter to A. Schwencer dated December 3, 1976. 

Haddam Neck Plant 
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Qverpressurization 

In Reference (1), CYAPCO was requested to respond to eight questions concerning 
a Reference Mitigating System (RMS), proposed to provide protection gainst RCS 
overpressurization. CYAPCO respectfully notes that in neither References (2) 
nor (3) wa-° such a system proposed for the Haddam Neck Plant; nevertheless, the 
comments made by the NRC Staff in Reference (1) are generally applicable to the 
long-term modifications proposed by CYAPCO and are addressed below. 

With regard to Questions 1, 6, and 8, the responses havj been provided as part of 
the information submitted in Reference (2) and, also, tu the Facility Descrip
tion and Safety Analysis (FDSA) for the Haddam Neck Pl«nt. The responses to the 
remaining questions relate to the assumptions and methois used in the analysis 
of RCS pressure transients. As noted in Reference (2), the results of this 
analysis for the Haddam Heck Plant will be submitted to the NRC Staff in the 
latter half of 1977. 

' W; trust this ia responsive to the NRC Staff requests. 

Very truly yours, 

CONNECTICUT YANKEE ATOMIC POWER COMPANY 

D. C. Svitzer § 
President 
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REFERENCE 9 

APR 1 Wl 

Connecticut Yankee Atonic Power Company 
ATTH; Kr. Donald C. Swltzer 

President 
Post Office BOK 270 
Hartford, Connecticut 0G101 

Gentlener,; 

RE: HADDW! KECK PLAWT 

ft pressure t r ans i en t recently occurred at an operating PWft 
f a c i l i t y when a reactor coolant BUTID (P.CPJ was s tar ted *Mle 
in a water-sol 1d condition. At the t i a e , the temperature of 
the s tear Generator 1n that loop Has greater than the reactor 
coolant system (RCS) temperature and a pressure t rans ien t fron 
about "5O0*psi3 to about 800 psi-g resulted. 

In our January 10, 1977 l e t t e r we stated tha t a l l PWR licensees 
should Include provisions to prevent RCP s t a r t s while in a water-
solid condit ion. The purpose of such provisions is to prevent 
pressure t r ans ien t s due to temperature d i f fe ren t i a l s within the RCS. 
We also s ta ted t h a t should i t become necessary to s t a r t a RCP while 
water-sc l ld , appropriate s teps are to be t3ken to determine and 

ininize the tempera t i r e p ro f i l e . Such action was not taken p r io r 
.0 the recently reported event. 

Based on t h i s recent pressure t r ans ien t and our review of PWt 
salwjittals describing RCP operating procedures, vie are concerned 
that the significance of t ^ i s event may not be fully rea l ized . 

He, therefore , now rsnuest t t a t you Irtnlenent procedures to prevent 
RCP s t a r t s (or "jogs") while In a v/ater-solid condition when the stean 
generator t e r w r a t u r e i s e rea t r r than RCS temperature. In the event 
that a SCP s t a r t while \ .a ter-sol id cannot be avoided we request tha t 
your p lant operating procedures liclwae non-optional pre- requis i te 
steps to ensure that the .̂CS temperature profi le i s deterained anrt 
if ttiat nrofile is excessive, that ap-ircpriate ne«ures are specified 
to achieve an acceptable orofile ?Hor to starting a 1CP. 

Docket ^ 50-213 
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"••! i u r ' M r rs-^uost that those nrncr<wr»s »<* iwplenented teircediataly, 
and tiidt they roi-ain fn effect unti l w e , W V € received and approved 
an analysis justifying any dev1at1i>'<* f r o m these provisions. *ou 
are requested to advise us within V-» d»' of receipt of this le t te r 
that you have implemented the proviso,, discussed above. 

In addition, 1t Is strongly reconrarmied that you immediately conduct 
a c r i t i ca l review of your procedure* to ensure that they arc fu l ly 
responsive to e l l of the positions stated in our l e t t e r of January JO, 
1977 and compatible with the pertinent results of your RCS pressure 
response analysis. 

Sincorely, 

Original Signed By 

A. Schvencer, Chief 
Operat ic Reactors Branch #1 
Division of Operating Reactors 

cc: See next pa&e 
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REFERENCE 10 

CONNfeCTIC T YANKEE ATOMIC POWER COMPANY 

B E R L I N . C O N N E C T I C U T 

P. O. IOX ITS HAHTFOHO. CDNNtCTICUT 0« IOI 

Apr.\l 26, 1977 

CYK 77-141 SO -"2-' 5 

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20555 

.Acta: Mr. A Schwencer, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch //I 
Division of Operating Reactors 

Dear Mr. Schwencet: 

In reply to your letter of 4/1/77 Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company 
has taken the following steps? 

An Operating Department Instruction has been placed in effect that 
administratively prevents starting of a reactor coolant pump, with a 
solid system, unless the secondary side of Che steam generator is 
equal to or no greater than 20°F colder than the primary side tempera
ture. Operating procedures are being revised accordingly. 

Analyses are being performed to provide justification for any deviation 
from the administrative limits which may become necessary. Results of 
these analyses wilj. be submitted to your office wh.n complete for 
review and approval. 

Very truly yours, 

CONNECTICUT YANKEE ATOMIC POWER COMPANY 

X.V.-C 
D. C. Switzer 
President 

y 

DCSSMSM/Jhb 

y*>t^*/o/06 
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REFERENCE 11 

C O N N E C T I C U T Y A N K E E A T O M I C P O W E R C O M P A N Y 

B E R L I N . C O N N E C T I C U T 
p. o. aox no Htmrcmc. CONNECTICUT OBWI 

T I L t t H O M l 

June 1, 197' 

Docket Ho. 50-213 

Director of Nuclear Reactor Reeiilation 
Attn: Mr. A. Schwencer, Chief 

Operating Reactors Branch #1 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20555 

Reference: (1) D. C. Snitzer letter to A. Schwencer dated Mcrch 1, 1977. 

Gentlemen: 
Haddam Heck Plant 

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Overpressurization 

In Reference (1), CYAPCO indicated that it was evaluating possible alternative 
actions regarding interim hardware improvements to protect against RCS over
pressurization events. This evaluation was to consider topics such as plant 
operating restrictions unique to the Haddam Neck. Plant and the preliminary results 
o£ RCS pressure transient analyses. 

As a result of this evaluation and of a concentrated procurement effort, CYAPCO 
can now state that a hardware improvement can he procured and installed by the end 
of the fall, 1977 refueling outage. This improvement will consist of the replace
ment of the two existing relief valves with two new air operated valves and the 
installation of a programmed setpoint control logic system. Based on the current 
Fxh?-'ule, detailea design descriptions of »:he relief valves, the air control system, 
and the control logic system will be available on or about July 15, 3 977. Also, 
by that time, the CYAPCO evaluation of the proposed modification for the Haddam 
Neck Plant, in light of the initial results of the recently completed Westinghouse 
generic pressure transient analyses, will be completed. 

CYAPCO would also like to note Chat discussions with the plant operators concerning 
recent RCS overpressurization events at other PWR facilities have not yet been com
pleted, as originally planned (see Question #la in Reference (1)). This is attri
butable to a delay in getting specific information concerning the similarities and 
distinctions of the Haddam Nnck Plant with respect to other PWR facilities and how 
those relate to plant operations. It is expected that the requifite information 
can be obtained, and the training completed, on or about July 15, 1977. 

Very truly yours, 

CONNECTICUT YANKEE ATOMIC POWER COMPANY 

D. C. Sfiitzer '* 77141001. 
President 
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c c 
Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company -

- 2 - November 1, 1977 

cc: Day, Berry £ Howard 
Counselors at taw 
One Constitution Plaza 
Hartford, Connecticut 06103 
Russell Library 
119 Broad Street 
HitkHetown, Connecticut 16457 

Superintendent 
Haddain Neck Plant 
RFD SI 
Post Office Box 127E 
East Hampton, Connecticut 06424 



REQUEST FOR INFORMATION 

1. Section 6.0 of your report titled "low Temperature RCS Overpressure 
Protection for Connecticut Yankee" dated August 1977, discussed 
the design criteria for the long-term overpressure protection system 
at Haddam Neck. Under the category of "Mass Addition" you list the 
Inadvertent high pressure safety injection (HPSI) pump actuation 
and injection into a water-solid RCS as one of the "Design Base 
Transients". However, later in your submittal you eliminate this 
scenario as a design basis consideration by the implementation of 
procedural and administrative controls of the HPSI pumps and their 
associated discharge valves. This is not in accordance with the 
NRC criteria which requires PWR licensees to include the mass 
Injection from a single HPSI pump as a credible event, and to 
provide analyses showing the proposed overpressure protection ' 
system affords sufficient response time and relief capacity to 
avoid exceeding the Appendix G limit during this event. Therefore, 
you should provide an analysis of the RCS pressure response assuming 
the mass injection from one HPSI Pump into a water-solid RCS to 
determine the pressure transient which would occur based upon 
actuation of one spring operated relief valve at backpressures 
of 10 psig and 100 psig. You should also determine the pressure 
transient which would occur if both spring operated relief valves 
operate. 

2. Your report briefly discusses the HPSI pump surveillance procedures 
performed yearly SUR S.l-18 and 4.1-19. Please describe further the 
anticipated plant conditions and procedures to be used while 
performing this surveillance program. Also, describe the surveillance 

• procedures performed to satisfy your Technical Specification 4.3.A; 
if different from the surveillance procedures described above. You 
Should further describe the proposed procedural and administrative 
controls used to disable the HPSI pumps and identify the specific 
valves which are closed and the manner in which the HPSI pumps will be 
disabled. 

3. Discuss the impact upon facility operation of removing power from 
the nsotor operated isolation valves upstream of the spring operated 
relief valves. Removing power from these valves would prevent 

" spurious valve motion from isolating a required path when low 
' temperature overpressure protection is required. 

Kovember 1, 1977 



REFERENCE 14 

£ g | x C O N N E C T I C U T YANKEE ATOMIC POWER COMPANY 

L \Tf B E R L I N . C O N N E C T I C U T 
^ ^ • K f l r. o. aox 270 MARTFOBO, C O N N I C T I C U T O«IOI 

ao3>a4a>egn 

November 30, 1977 

Docket Ho. 50-213 

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
Attn: Mr. A. Schwencnr, Chief 

Operating Reactors Branch #1 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20555 

References: (1) D. C. Switzer letter to A. Schwencer dated September 7, 1977 
transmitting "Specific Plant Report, Low Temperature RCS Over
pressure Protection". 

(2) A. Schwencer letter to D. C. Switzer dated November 1, 1977. 

Gentlemen: 

Baddam Neck Plant 
Additional Information 

Low Temperature Reactor Coolant System (RCS) 
Overpresaurization Protection System 

In Reference (2), the NRC Staff requested information in support of the Low Tem
perature RCS Overpressurization Protection System (OPS) described by CYAPCO in. 
Reference (1). Specifically, requests for information were made concerning the 
RCS pressure transient for the High Pressure Safety Injection (HPSI) pump start, 
the annual HPSI surveillance procedures, and the possible disabling of the OPS 
isolation valves in appropriate operational modes. In response to these re
quests, CYAPCO hereby submits the attached additional information. 

Reference (2) also stated that the NRC Staff had determined, as a result of a 
preliminary review, that the OPS does not meet all of the NRC Staff-established 
design criteria; and, thus, cannot be considered as a "permanent" solution. 
Accordingly, It was requested that CYAPCO propose system modifications and pro
vide a value-impact assessment on the schedule and cost of those modifications. 
CYAPCO has initiated this assessment; based on a preliminary scoping of this 
effort, it has been determined that this assessment will be available for sub
mittal on or about March 6, 1978. 

CYAPCO also wishes r<J note that the proposed revisions to the 
Technical Specifications (discussed in Reference (1)) regarding the disabling of 
the HPSI pumps in appropriate operational modes, limits on temperature difference 
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between, the RCS and the steam generator, and OPS operability and surveillance 
requirements will be submitted on or about December 30, 1977 In support of the 
OPS operation. 

Very truly yours, 

CONNECTICUT YANKEE ATOMIC POWER COMPANY 

D. C. Swltzer \J 
President 

Attachments 
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Question 1 
Section 6.0 of your report titled "Low Temperature RCS Overpressure Protection 
for Connecticut Yankee", dated August, 1977, discussed the design criteria for 
the long-term overpressure protection system at Haddam Neck. Under the category 
of "Mass Addition" you list the inadvertent high pressure safety injection (HPSI) 
puap actuation and injection into a water-solid RCS as one of the "Design Dase 
Transients". However, later in your submittal, you eliminate this scenario as a 
design basis consideration by the implementation of procedural and administrative 
controls of the HPSI pumps and their associated discharge valves. This is not in 
accordance with the NEC criteria which requires PUR licensees to include the mass 
Injection from a single HPSI pump as a credible event, and to provide analyses 
showing the proposed overpressure protection system affords sufficient response 
time and relief capacity to avoid exceeding the Appendix G limit during this event. 
Therefore, you should provide an analysis of the RCS pressure response assuming 
the mass injection from one HPSI Pump into a water-solid RCS to determine the 
pressure transient which would occur based upon actuation of one spring operated 
relief valve at backpressures of 10 psig and 100 psig. You should also determine 
the pressure transient which would occur if both spring operated relief valves 
operate. 

Response 

The results of the analysis of the RCS pressure response assuming the mass 

Injection from one HPSI pump are displayed on Figures 1 and 2. 

Figure 1 shows the resultant RCS pressure with one and two OPS spring relief 

valve(s) operational, assuming a 10 psig backpressure? and Figure 2 shows the re

sults assuming a 100 psig backpressure. 

The resultant RCS pressures were obtained by cross-plotting the capacity for 

one and two OPS spring relief valve(s) and the HPSI pump performance (from Figures 6 

and 4, respectively, of Reference (1)) assuming the appropriate backpressure. 

Qusstlon 2 

Your report briefly discusses the HPSI pump surveillance procedures nerfonned yearly 
SUR 5.1-18 and 4.1-19. Please describe further the anticipated plant conditions and 
procedures to be used while performing this surveillance program. Also, describe 
the surveillance procedures performed to satisfy your Technical Specification 4.3.A; 
if different from the surveillance procedures described above. You should further 
describe the proposed procedural and administrative controls used to disable the 
HPSI pumps and identify the specific valves which are closed and the manner In which 
the HPSI pumps will be disabled. 

[NOTE: The correct CY procedure number is 5.1-19] 
-102-
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Plant Conditions 

The plant would be at a Cold Shutdown Condition at 120°F to 200°F as 

determined by the loop T c recorders. The pressurizer level would be below 

95Z and the preseurizer would be vented. 

The RCS would be vented by one of two means during the test: The head 

removed or one of the high pressure code relief valves would be 

removed. 

The following reactor plant systems would be lined up as shown on Attach

ment A; Chemical and Volume Control System, Residual Heat Removal System; Safety 

Injection System, Primary Drain System and the Boric Acid System. The fallowing 

equipment would be secured during the Initial test: the Reactor Coolant Pumps, 

the residual Heat Removal Pumps, the Circulating Water Pumps (on 4160V Bus 1-2), 

and the Residual Heat Removal Purification System. All necessary plant equip

ment would be transferred to the unaffected electrical busses (4160V Busses 3 

and 9; 480V Busses 6 and 7) and all unnecessary equipment shutdown. 

Surveillance Procedure 

The procedure used to satisfy the requirements of Specification 4.3.A 

is as follows: 

(1) Apply a test signal to two of the pressurizer level channels and raise 

the level indication above the core cooling actuating setpoint of 5.5%. 

(2) Unblock core cooling by holding the core cooling block switch in the 

RESET position until the alarms clears. 
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(3) Open 4160V Bus 1-2 supply Breakers 3891 to initiate partial loss of AC 

power followed Immediately by the initiation of a core cooling signal 

(simulated 5.5% level in pressurizer by the two test circuits). 

(4) Check and verify that the core cooling valves go to the prescribed posi

tion after core cooling inflation. 

(5) Verify that the core cooling systems have started at the prescribed 

times: 

IB LPSI <_ 13 seconds 

IB HPSI <_ 20 seconds 

IB Charging <_ 30 seconds 

(6) Verify that the pump discharge pressure meets the prescribed require

ments: 

IB LPSI _> 295 psig 

IB HPSI >_ 1400 psig 

IB Charging _> 2 1 5 0 P d i 6 

The above procedure is used to test the "IB" train LPSI, HPSI, and 

Charging pumps. A similar procedure is used for the "1A" train of pumps. 

Disabling HPSI Pumps 

The procedures and administrative controls used to disable the HPSI 

pumps are described as follows: 

(1) Hhen the RCS has cooled down to 260°F to 300°F t.nd the pressure is between 

500 psig and 1000 psig, the HPSI pumps ate de-energized by either of thi 

following methods: 

a) Restricting access to the circuit breaker by physically modifying 
the cabinet door such that racking in and out the breaker cr.n only 
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be accomplished with the door open. During low temperature 

SCS operation, the circuit breakers to the HPSI pumps would 

be racked out, the cabinet door would be closed, and a lock 

installed on the door. 

b) Backing out the breakers, physically removing the breaker from 

the cabinet, and locking the cabinet door closed. 

Note that the means to lock the cabinet will not be installed 

and operational until December 30, 1977. 

(2) When the system conditions listed in 111 above are reached, close^lock 

and red tag the HPSI pump discharge valves (SI-V-855A and B). 

Question 3 

Discuss the impact upon tacility operation of removing power from the motor operated 
isolation valves upstream of the spring operated relief valves. Removing power 
from these valves would prevent spurious valve motion from isolating a required 
path when low temperature overpressure protection is required. 

Response 

While CYAPCO recognizes the positive considerations regarding overpressurization 

protection involved in removing pcwer from the motor-operating isolation valves, it 

is felt that there ar^ potentially serious operational implications from that 

action. 

Removing power from these valves would lead to a higher risk of reactor 

coolant pump seal damage due to either an inadvertant relief valve actuation or 

a lack of capability to isolate a train with a ctlief iralve stuck in a partially 

ox fully open position. 

Further, the removal of power from the motor-operated isolation valves also 

removes power from the position indicating circuitry. 
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In light of this and additional discussions vith the NRC Staff, CYAPCO is 

still currently evaluating the feasibility o! removing power frora the motor-operated 

Isolation valves. The results of this evaluation will be discussed in the proposed 

revisions to Technical Specifications to be submitted on or before December 30, 1377. 
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ATTACHMENT A 

VALVE LINE-UP FOR PAW:At LOSS OF AC AND CORE COOLMS SURVEILLANCE TEST 
Page 1 of 2 

SYSTEM VALVE I VALVE TITLE 
POSITION BEFORE 

TEST 

Chemical and 
Volume Coitrol 

Boric Acid 

Primary Drains 

Residual Heat 
Removal 

CH-V-206 

CH-V-264 
CH-V-267 
CH-l'BV- Z92B 
CH-M0V-292C 
CK-HCV-311 
CH-MOV-312 
CH-MOV-313 
CH-IIOV-314 
CH-MOV-257 
CH-FCV-110 
CH-TV-331 
LD-AOV-202 
LD-flOV-20o 
LO-AOV-201 
LD-MOV-200 
BA-HOV-373 

DH-V-383 
DH-V-407 
RH-M0V-Z2 

RH-IIOV-21 
RH-FCV-602 
RK-HCV-795 
RH-HOV-780 
RH-NCV-781 
RH-MOV-803 
RH-MOV-804 

Charging Header Isolat ion 

1A Charging Pump Discharge 
1A Charging Pump Recirculation 
Charging Line Stop Valve Loop #2 
Charging L'ne Stop Valve L'op #2 
RCP «1 Seal Return 
RCP 82 Seal Return 
RCP is Seal Return 
RCP M Sedl Return 
Volume Control Tank Outlet 
Charging Flow Control 
Se6l H a t e r To Volura Cont ro l Tank Trip 
Letdown Or i f ice Stop 
Letdown Or i f ice Stop 
Letdown Or i f ice Stop 
Letdown Orif ice.Stop 
Refueling Water Storage Tank to Charging 
Pump Suction 
Drain Header to VCT 
Drain Header to Primary Drain Tank 
Containment Sump 

Refueling Waster Storage Tank to RHR Pump 
RHR Flow Controller 
RHR Heat Exchanger Discharge 
RHR Isolat ion 
RHR I s o l a t i o n 
RHR Isolat ion 
RHR Isolat ion 

Closed 

Closed Ho Change 
Open No Change 
Closed Open 
Closed Open 
Open Closed 
Open Closed 
Open Closed 
Open Closed 
Open Closed 
Throttled Throttled 
Closed No Change 
Closed No Change 
Closed No Change 
Closed Ho Change 
Closed No Change 
Closed Open 

Open Open . 
Closed Closed 
Closed Closed 

Closed Closed 
Throttled Open 
Throttled Open 
Open Open. 
Open Open 
Open Open 
Open Open 

POSITION AFTER 
ACTUATION 

Mo Change 



ATTACHMENT A 

VALVE LINE-UP FOR PARTIAL LOSS OF AC AMD CORE COOLING SURVEILLAHCE TEST 
Page 2 of 2 

POSITION BEFORE .' POSITION AFTER 
' SYSTEM " . VALVE # VAIVE TITLE TEST ACTUATION 

Safety Injection SI-V-105A 1A LPS! Pump Oif.harge Closed ; Closed 
11 SI-V-855A 1A HPSI Pump Discharge Closed Closed 
" . SI-V-875A 1A HF3I Pump Recirculation Open Open 
i i SI-V-106A 1A.LPSI Pump Recirculation Open- Open 
i i SI-I10V-861A Loop * l Safety Inject ion Stop Closed Open 
•• SI-M)V-86IB Loop 02 Safety Inject ion Stop Closed Open 
" SI-H0V-86TC Loop S3 Safety I n j . ' ion Stop Closed Open 
" SI-M0V-861D Loop HA Safety Inject ion Stop Closed Open 
" C0-M0V-871A Core Deluge MOV Closed Open 
» C0-H0V-8713 Core He luge MOV Closed Open 

CO-V-873 Core Oeluge Closed Closed 
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KhftKtNCfc IS 

CONNECTICUT VANKEE ATOMIC POWER COMPANY 

B E R L I N , C O N N E C T I C U T 
P. O. BOX 1 7 0 H A B T M B D . CONNECTICUT 0SIO1 

TCLIPHOHI 

ioa-««o.(sii 
January 3, 1978 
Docket Ho. 50-213 

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
Attn: Mr. A. Schwencer, Chief 

Operating Reactors Branch 01 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20555 

References: (1) ». C. Switzer letter to A. Schwencer dated September 7, 1977 
transmitting "Specific Plant Report, Low Temperature RCS Over
pressure Protection", 

(2) D. C. Switzer letter to A. Schwencer dated November 30, 1977. 

Gentlemen: 

Baddam Keck Plant 
Low Temperature Reactor Coolant System (RCS) 
Overpressurization Protection System (OPS) 

Proposed Revisions tc Technical Specifications 

In References (1) and (2), Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company (CYAPCO) stated 
that revisions to the Technical Specifications for the Haddam Neck Plant would be 
proposed in connection with the operation of the RCS OPS. la accordance with 
those commitments, CYAPCO hereby proposes to amend its operating license, No. 
DPR-61, by incorporating the attached proposed revisions. The3e proposed re
visions pertain tc the disabling of the High Pressure Safety injection (HPS1) 
pumps In appropriate operational modes, limits on the temperature difference (AT) 
between the RCS and the steam generator, and OPS operability and surveillance re
quirements . 

Specifically, additions are proposed to Specification 3.3 to require that the AT 
between the primary and secondary side not ftsceed 20°F when starting a Reactor 
Coolant Pump (RCP) and the RCS temperature is below 340°F. Incorporation of this 
specification would limit the heat addition due to an inadvertent RCP start to 
values within the design capabilities of the RCS OPS, as analyzed in Reference (1). 

A second addition to Specification 3.3 would require that the RCS OPS be in opera
tion when the RCS temperature is below 340"F, unless the RCS is vented through an 
appropriate size opening. This specification thus requires overpressurization pro
tection, as analyzed in Reference (1), through both of the RCS OPS relief trains or 
a minimum equivalent vent are£. In addition, consideration has been given to 
conditions under which the RCS OPS is taken out of service during various opera
tional modes. I>uring cold shutdown, venting of the RCS within 24 hours is required 
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and t\e Inoperable train restored to the operable condition prior to pressurizing. 
During the hot standby^ startup, or power operation modes, seven days are allowed 
to restore the inoperable train and continue In that mode, since during those 
codes, an RCS overpressurlzatlon transient outside the design capabilities of the 
RCS OPS Is very unlikely to occur; in addition, before proceeding into the cold 
or hot shutdown codes, the inoperable OPS train must he restored unless a shut
down is dictated by cersonnel and/or plant safety or another Technical Specifica
tion. 

Specification 3.6 has been amended to require disabling tfe HPSI pumps whenever the 
RCS temperature is below 340"i' and the RCS not vented. As Indicated in Reference 
(2), the disabling will be accomplished by racking out the breakers to the pumps, 
locking the breaker cabinets, and locking the pump discharge valves. These actions 
assure that the initiation of an RCS overpressurization event due to inadvertent 
starting of either or both of the HPSI pumps will be substantially minimized. 

With respect to ECCS pump testing, a requirement has been added to Specification 4.3 
to provide for appropriate venting of the RCS during the core cooling test conducted 
during each refueling outage. This will assure that the limits of Specification 3.4 
are not exceeded during the teat. 

Finally, additions to Technical Specification Tables 4.2-1 and 4.2-2 provide for 
calibration and testing of the RCS OPS logic channels each refueling and functiotial 
testing of the OPS isolation valves, interlocks, and alarms one? per cold shutdown. 
These proposed revisions assure that the OPS is operable per Specification 3.3 in 
accordance with the NRC Staff design criteria for testability of the OPS. 

A technical review of these proposed revisions has been conducted. It has been 
concluded that the proposal is technically acceptable and consistent with the 
analyses documented in Reference (1), A safety evaluation ot the proposal has 
also been performed and has concluded that these additional restrictions do not 
constitute an unreviewed safety question. 

The Connecticut Yankee Nuclear Review Board has reviewed and approved these proposed 
revisions and concurred in the above determinations. 

With respect to the feasibility of removing power from the OPS motor operated isola
tion valves, the CYAPCO evaluation dis'ussed in Reference (2) has indicated that 
power be removed from the valves when the OPS Is required to be operable. CYAPCO 
proposes to Implement this course ox action by opening the breakers to the valve 
motors. Although, as noted in Reference (2), this would also affect the position 
indicating circuitry, CYAPCO believes that there would be adequate assurance re
garding the position of these isolation valves. This is due, in part, to the fact 
that the position of the valves would be verified just prior to removing power from 
the valves; this, in conjunction with plant administrative controls, would assure 
that the isolation valves are in the correct position. 

Very truly yours, 

COSHECTICUT YANKEE ATOMIC POWER COMPANY 

D. C. Switzer 0 
PresiJent 

Attach! ,: - 1 1 2 " 



STATE 07 CONNECTICUT > 
) 

COUNTY OF HARTFORD ) 
) as. Berlin itA+t- 3_, /t?P— 

Then personally appeared before «w D. C. Svltzer, who being duly sworn, 
did etate that he la President of Connecticut Yankee Atomic Poue.- Company,the 
Licensee herein, that he Is authorized to execute and file the foregoing 
information in the name and on behalf of the Licensee herein and that 
the statements contained in said information are true and correct to the 
best of hit. knowledge and belief. 

Notary Public ^ " 
% Commission Expires LiK> 31, l m 
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3.3 REACTOR COOLAHT SYSTEM OPERATIONAL COMPONENTS 

Applicability: Applies to the operating status of the reactor coolant system. 

OMectlvet To specify those limiting conditions for operation of the 
reactor coolant system which must be met to insure safe 
reactor operation. 

Specification: A. 

C. 

D. 

At least one pressurlzer code safety valve shall be in 
service whenever the reactor is subcrttical and the 
reactor coolant system is above 375°F or 350 pslg except 
during hydrostatic tests. 

One or more reactor coolant pumps or the residual heat 
removal system shall be in operation when changes are 
made In the boron concentration of the reactor coolant. 

The reactor shall not be critical unless the following 
conditions have been satisfied: 

(1) Three self-actuated, spring loaded safety valves, 
having a combined relieving capability of 720,000 #/hr. 
shall be in service and shall he in accordance with 
Section VIII of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Code. 

(2) Above 1 percent of Nominal Operating Power Level, at 
least one reactor coolant pump operating. 

(3) Above 10 percent of Nominal Operating Power Level, 
at least three reactor coolant pumps operating. 

(4) Above 65 percent of Nominal Operating Power Level. 
Four reactor coolant pumps operating. 

(5) One steam generator is capable of performing its heat 
transfer function. 

Each steam generator in a non-isolated reactor coolant 
loop shall be restored to operable status prior to 
increasing Tave above 200DF. When starting a reactor 
coolant pump and the reactor coolant system temperature 
13 below 34fl°F the temperature of the secondary side shall not 
be mote than 20'F higher than the primary ride. 

The RCS Overpressure Protection System (OPS) shall be in 
operation when the RCS temperature is below 340°F unless 
the RCS is vented through a minimum opening of three (3) 
Inches (nominal diameter) or its equivalent. If one or 
zaore of the relief trains is taken out of service and the 
RCS is not vented, the following actions shall be taken: 
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be depresaurized and vented "hln 24 hours and the 
inoperable train shall be restored to the operable 
condition prior to pressurising, 

(2) If In the hot standby, startup or power operation 
modes, the inoperable OPS train shall be restored to 
operable status within seven (7) days or a report 
filed stating the reasons why the repairs couldn't 
be completed within 7 days and an estimate of when 
the repairs will be completed. 

(3) if In the hot standby, startup or power operation 
mode3, the inoperable OPS train shall be returned 
to the operable status before cooling down and 
depressurizing to the Cold or Hot shutdown modes 
unless personnel and/or plant safety or another 
Technical Specification requires cooldown to the 
cold shutdown mode. 

Basis: Each of the pressurizer code safety valves is designed to 
relieve 240,000 lbs per hr. of saturated steam at the valve 
Set point. They are described more fully in FDSA Section 5.2.2. 
Below 375°F and 350 pslg in the reactor coolant systeit, the 
residual heat removal system can remove decay heat and thereby 
control system temperature and pressure. If no decay heat 
were removed by any of the means available, the amount of steam 
which could be generated at safety valve relief pressure would 
be less than ha 1? the valves' capacity. One valve therefore 
provides adequate defense against over-pressurization. 

When the boron concentration of the reactor coolant system is 
to be changed, the process must be uniform to prevent sudden 
reactivity changes in the reactor. Mixing of the reactor 
coolant will be sufficient to maintain a uniform boron 
concentration if at least one reactor coolant pump or one 
residual heat removal pump is running while the change is 
taking place. The residual heat removal pump will circulate 
the primary system volume in approximately one-half hour. 

All pressurizer code safety valves are to be in service prior 
to criticality to permit the design relieving flow to occur 
if required. 

Part C of che specification requires that a sufficient number 
of reactor coolant pumps be operating to provide core cooling 
in the event loss of flow occurs. The flow provided in each 
case will keep DNB well above 1.30 as discussed in FDSA 
Section 10.3.2. Therefore, cladding damage release of fission 
products to the reactor coolant cannot Occur. 

By limiting the temperature differential between the primary 
and secondary sides to twenty (20) degrees in 
Part D, the resulting pressure transient will be prevented by 
the RCS OPS (See Reference 1) from exceeding the limits in 
Specification 3.4. 
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Basis (Cont'd) 
As described in Reference (1), the RCS OPS, in conjunction 
with administrative controls, prevents exceeding the 
temperature and pressure limits in Specification 3,4 while 
RCS temperature is under 340°F. Considerations have been 
incorporated to provide for operation under various 
operational modes when one OPS train (relief valve, motor 
operated isolation valve, and associated instrumentation) i 
out of service. 

Reference (1) D. C. Switzer letter to A. Schwencer, dated 
September 7, 1977 
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VALVE NO. LOCATION ACTION 

RH-MOV-22 

SI-HOV-24 

Containment 
Sump 
Suction 

RWST line 

Valve locked in 
open position, 
circuit breaker 
locked out 
during post-
LOCA long tens 
cooling phase. 

Valve locked in 
open position, 
circuit breaker 
locked out 
whenever reactor 
critical. 

SI-FCV-875 HFSI mini-
flow line 

Valve blocked and 
locked in open 
position whenever 
reactor critical 

BH-HOV-874 RHR 
recirculation 

Valve locked in 
closed position 
and circuit breaker 
locked open whenever 
reactor is critical 
and reactor 
coolant temperature 
is above 350°F 

C. The following actions shall be taken to disable the 
High Pressure Safety Injection Pumps whenever the ECS 
temperature is below 340 F and the RCS is not vented 
by a minimum opening of three (3) inches (nominal 
diameter) or its equivalent. 

1. De-energize the HPSI pumps by racking out the 
breakers and locking the cabinets. 

2. Close and lock the HPSI pimp discharge valves 
(ST-V-855A & B) 

3-10a 
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BASIS 

This specification assures that adequate emergency core cooling capacity 
is available whenever the reactor is critical. Based on the loss of 
coolant analysis, melting of the cladding is prevented with only one nigh 
pressure safety injection pump, one low pressure safety injection (core deluge) 
pump and one charging pump in operation. Each of the tuo trains of emergency care 
cooling equipment includes these three pumps. VIth the pumps associated with 
both trains of emergency core cooling equipment operable, substantial margin 
exists whenever normal power supplies or both diesel generators are available. 
With only one diesel ^jneracor operating and the pumps associated with that 
diesel operable as required in Item (2) of Specification 3.12, the necessary 
three pumps would be started. Hith the exception ot the RHR pump, which is used 
only for long tern recirculation, all of the specified components start automatically 
when the safety injection signal is given. 

The placing of the valves in section "B" in the above posicions will 
provide protection against "fail to function" and "undesirable functicn" 
as stated in NBC Branch Technical Position EICS ffl8. 

As described in Reference 3, the RCS OPS, in conjunction with administrative 
controls, prevents exceeding the temperature and pressure limits in 
specification 3.4 while RCS temperature is under 340 F or the RCS is not 
vented. Part C establishes a limiting condition for operation regarding 
the disabling of the EPSI pumps to further assure that a pressure transient 
is not initiated. 

Reference: (1) FDSA Section 5.2.7 

(2) FDSA Section 5.2,8 

(3) D. C. Switzer letter to A. Schwencer dated September 7, 1977 I 
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4.3 CORE COOLING SYSTEMS - PEKIODIC TESTING 

Applicability: Applies to periodic testing requirements for the core 
cooling system. 

Objective: To verify the operability of the core cooling systemi 

Specification: A) During each refueling shutdown, a tast shall be 
conducted Co demonstrate proper automatic operation 
of the core cooling systems. The test shall be 
performed in accordance with written procedure as 
summarized below: 

1) The two independent core cooling systems will be 
tested separately. A test signal will be applied 
to initiate a loss of normal AC power to each of 
the emergency power systems while a coincident 
signal is applied which initiates operation 
of the emergency core cooling equipment associated 
with the system being tested. 

2) Verification shall be made that the diesel 
generator and Its associated pumps have started 
in the pr'1T,^r sequence and that the high pressure 
safety injection, low pressure safety injection 
(core deluge) and charging pump attain required 
discharge heads of 1400 psig, 295 psig and 2150 
psig, respectively. Following this check of the 
automatic sequence, either a charging or safety 
injection pump will be secured and the associated 
RHR pump will be sv.arned manually. Verification 
will be made '•hat the RHR pump attains the required 
discharge head of 145 psig. 

3) The test will be considered satisfactory if, 
control board indication and visual observations 
Indicate all components have operated and sequenced 
properly. 

4) A prerequisite for this test shall be that either: 

a) the RCS shall be vented by a 3" or larger opening 
and the RCS OPS shall He inservice, or 

b) a minimum of two three inch openings shall be 
used for venting if both trains of the RCS OPS are 
out of service. 
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B) During normtil operating periods, a manual t*-st of 
all actuated components shall be conducted to 
demonstrate operabillty. The test shall be pert ed 
month: - in accordance "<*h written procedure as 
si'ranar.lzed below: 

1) Each of the high pressure safety injection umps, 
each of the low pressure Safety Injection core 
deluge) pumps, and each of the residual h- at 
removal (RHR) pumps shall be individually test run 
on recirculation. 

2) The charging piraps and metering pump shall be 
Individually test run. 

3) All safety injection and core deluge valves will 
be cycled under "no-flow" conditions. 

C) If one of the high pressure safety injection pumps or 
one of the low pressure safety injection (Core 
deluge) or one of the residual heat removal (RHR) 
pumps is out of service, the remaining pump shall 
be tested within 2 hours and at subsequent intervals 
of not greatsr than 72 hours. 

D) During each refueling shutdown, the remotely controlled, 
motor-operated containment spray water valve shall be 
operated under a "no-flow" condition. The test will 
be considered satisfactory if visual observation shows 
that the valve has operated satisfactorily. 

The core cooling systems are the principal pl<-it safeguard. 
They provide the means to Insert negative reactivity and 
limit core dauage in the event of a loss~ofcoolant incident. 

Pre-operational performance te~ts of the compuuents are 
performed in the manufacturer's shop. An initial system 
flow test demonstrates proper dynamic functioning of the 
system. Thereafter, periodic tests demonstrate that all 
components are functioning properly. 

In order to assure that a pressure transient occurring during 
the testing of the HPSI pumps will not exceed the 
pressure and temperature limits of -peclficatlon 3.4, there 
must be appropriate relief pati.^ available; this is provided 
tor In specification 4.3.A.4. 

The separation of emergency power systems and associated core 
cooling equipment into two independent groupings permits 
complete functional testing of the individual systems and 
equipment. 

4-4 
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•d) 

Channele 
8. Variable Lou Pressure 

trip sec point calculator 

9, Rod Position 
Digital Voltmeter 

•10i !.od Position Counters 

11, Staam generator level 

12, Staan Renerater flow 
mlemaech 

13, Charging Flaw 

14, Residual Heat Pump Flew 

15, Boric Acid Tank Laval 

16, Refueling Water Sterase 
Tank Laval 

17, Volume Control Tank Laval 

16, Reactor Containment 
Pressure 

19* Radiation Monltorl ;g 
System 

20, Serie Add Control 

2li Containment Sump Laval 

22 , Valve Temperature 
Interlocks 

23 , PunpoValve Interlock 

2 4 , Reai_;or Coo lant Systetr 
OPS 

Action .Minimum Ftaauencv 
Calibrate 
Check 

Each re fuelIns 
Each ahlit 

C«llbrkva 
Check with 
counters 

Each refuelina 
Every six inches of rod 
motion when data lessor Is 
out of service, 

Teat 
Check with 
Digital 
Voltmecar 

Each refueline 
Every six Inches of rod 
motion when data loecor 
'la out of service. 

Calibrate 
Check 

Each refueling 
Each shift 

Calibrate 
Check 

Each refueling 
Each shift 

Calibrate Each refueling 
Callbraea Each refueling 

Calibrate 
Check 

Each refueling 
Each week 

Calibrate 
Teat 

Each refueling 
90 days 

Calibrate 
Teet 

Each refueling 
90 dr^a 

Calibrate 
Cheek 

Each refueling 
Each day 

Calibrate 
Taat 

Each refueling 
Each day 

Calibrate Each -refueling 

Calibrate Each refueling 

Test Each refueling 

Check 

C a l i b r a t e 
T e s t 

Each refuel ing 

Each r e f u e l i n g 
Each r e f u e l i n g 
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Table 4.2-2 
Minimum Equipment Check and Sampling Frequency 

Check Frequency 
1. Reactor Coolant Samples 
2. Reactor Coolant Boron 
3. Refueling Hater Storage 

Tank Water Sample 
4. Control Rods 

5. Control Rod 

6. Pressurizer Safety Valves 
I. Main Steam Safety Valves 
8. Main Steam Isolation Valves 
9. Reactor Containment 

Trip Valves 
10. Refueling System Interlocks 
II. Boric A d d Pumps 
12. RCS Overpressure Protection 

System Isolation Valve 
Interlocks ana Alarms 

Radio-chemical analysis 5 days/week 
Boron concentration 5 days/week 
Boron concentration Weekly 

Check rod drop times of 
all rods to he less 
than 2.5 seconds 
Partial movement of 
all rods 
Check Set point 
Check set point 
Check Functioning 
Check Functioning 

Check Functioning 
Test Run Pumps 
Check Functioning 

Each Refueling 

Every 2 weeks 

Each re-fueling 
Each refueling 
Each refueling 
Each refueling 

Each refueling 
Weekly 
Once/Cold Shutdown 
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REFERENCE 16 

CONNECTICUT YANKEE ATOMIC POWER COMPANY 

B E R L I N , C O N N E C T I C U T 

P. O a o k 1 7 0 HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT 0*101 

a03>Ofl 0*0911 

March 6, 1978 

Pocket Ho. 50-213 

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
Attn: Mr. D. L. Ziemann 

Operating Reactors Branch 02 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20555 

References: (1) 
(2) 
(3) 

(4) 

D. C. Switzer letter to A. Schwencer dated November 30, 1977. 
D. C. Switzer letter to A. Schwencer dated January 3, 1978. 
D. C. Switzer letter to A. Schwencer dated September 7, 1977, 
transmitting "Specific Plant Report, Low Temperature RCS 
Overpressurization Protection". 
A. Schwencer letter to D. C. Switzer dated November 1, 1977. 

Gentlemen: 
Hs.ddam Heck Plant 

Low Temperature Reactor Coolant System (RCS) 
Overpressurization Protection System 

In Reference (A), the NRC Staff requested that Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power 
Company (CYAPCO) provide information in support of the Low Temperature RCS 
Overpressurization Protection System (OPS) for the Haddam Neck Plant described 
in Reference <3). In References (1) and (2), CYAPCO provided Additional In
formation and proposed Technical Specifications in response to the NRC Staff 
requests. 

In addition, the NRC Staff requested that CYAPCO propose system modifications 
and provide a value-impact assessment on the schedule and cost of those modifi
cations. In response to that request, CYAFCO hereby submits the attached addi
tional information describing the reevaluation of the OPS and the value-impact 
assessment of system modifications, in accordance with NRC Staff criteria. 

As detailed in the Attachment, CYAPCO believes that the original proposed RCS-OPS 
is justified, on a value-impact basis, as the long-terra solution to postulated 
low temperature RCS overpressurization transients. 

Very truly yours, 

CONNECTICUT YANKEE ATOMIC POWER COMPANY 

}. C. Switzer7 

Attachment 
President 
-125-
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DOCKET NO. 50-213 

HADDAM NECK PLANT 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
LOW TEMPERATURE REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) 

OVERPRESSURIZATION PROTECTION SYSTEM 
INCLUDING 

VALUE-IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

MARCH 1978 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
HADDAM HECK - RCS OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION Page 1 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This submittal is forwarded in response to the additional 

information requested in Ilr. A. Schwencer's letter to Mr. D. 
C. Switzerr dated November 1, 1977- In addition, the informa
tion herein supplements that data previously submitted to the 
NRC Staff in correspondence addressed to Mr. A. Schwencer from 
the Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company (CYAPCO), datsj 
September 7, 1977, November 30, 1977, and January 3, 1978. 

The information presented herein describes: (1) changes 
already made to administrative controls and/or proposed technical 
specifications as part of a solution to NRC Staff concerns; 
(2) a reevaluation of the relief capacity of the newly installed 
RCS Overpressure Protection System (OPS); (3) a revised HPSI 
pump injection transient and RCS system response with respect 
ts peak pressure; and (4) a value impact evaluation of additional 
system modifications in accordance with NRC Staff criteria. 

As discussed in previous correspondence, the Haddam Neck 
Plant has several significant plant specific characteristics 
which affect the method by which RCS overpressurization trans
ients are mitigated. For all transients, except as noted below, 
CYAPCO has provided sufficient relief capacity to limit the RCS 
pressure below the applicable 10CFR50, Appendix G curves. In 
the case of the HPSI pump start scenario, this accomplishment 
is impracticable due to the high capacity of the pump. Specifi-
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
HADDAM NECK - SCS OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION Page 2 

cally, the NRC criteria requires PWR licensees to include the 
mass injection from a single HPSI pump as a credible event, 
and to provide analyses showing that the OPS affords suffici
ent response time and relief capacity to avoid exceeding the 
Appendix G limit during this event. In the case of Haddam 
Neck, it is the opinion of CYAFCO that administrative controls 
(including technical specifications and associated operator 
actions) reduce the chance of inadvertant HPSI pump start to 
such an exceedingly small level, that this transient is not 
deemed a credible event. Notwithstanding this, there is suf
ficient relief capacity to limit RCS peak pressures well below 
hydro limits if a HPSI pump did by some means start. 

Therefore, as detailed in the following sections, CYAPCO 
considers the original CYAPCO proposal justified en a value-
impact basis as the long term solution to postulated low temp
erature RCS overpressurization transients. 

2.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS/TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
As described in References 1 and 2, CYAPCO has implemented 

administrative controls and proposed technical specifications 
to establish requirements for OPS operability, limiting theAT 
between the primary and secondary sides of the steam generators, 
and disabling the HPSI pumps under certain operating modes. 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
HADDAM NECK - RCS OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION Page 3 

The specific requirements include: 

2.1 When the RCS has cooled down to 260°F to 300°F and 
the pressure is between 500 psig and 1000 psig, the HPSI 
pumps are deenergized by racking out the bx-eakers, physi
cally removing the breaker from the cabinet, and locking 
the cabinet door closed. (See Reference 1.) 

2.2 When the system conditions listed in 2.1 above are 
reached, the HPSt pump discharge valves (SI-V-855A and B) 
are closed, locked and red tagged. (See Reference 2b.) 

2.3 Revised Technical Specification 3.6 has been proposed 
to require disabling of the HPSI pumps whenever the RCS 
temperature is below 340°F and the RCS is not vented, as 
noted in 2.1 and 2.2 above. (See Reference 2c.) 

2.4 A requirement has been proposed for Specification 4.3 
to provide for appropriate venting of the RCS during 
scheduled ECCS pump testing when the RCS temperature is 
less than 340°F and solid. A single three inch (3") nominal 
vent path (i.e., removal of a code safety valve) provides 
relief capacity in excess of that required to eliminate 
the HPSI pump injection transient. (See Reference 2c.) 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
HADDAM NECK - HCS OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION Page 4 

3.0 RCS INJECTION AND RELIEF RATES 
As part of the value-impact assessment, CYAPCO has refined 

its original evaluation of the plant specific characteristics 
affecting mass injection rates and relief flows. Specifically, 
various system pressure drops were determined which result 
from fractional losses due to piping configuration and their 
effect on flow rates. The results are presented below: 

3.1 The pressure drop between the pressuriser and OPS 
spring relief valves does not result in RCS pressures 
which exceed Appendix G limits for flow rates of approxi
mately 550 to 575 gpm for E single OPS relief train or 
approximately 680 gpn for simultaneous relief through 
both trains. Consequently, the spring relief valves, 
with relief capacities and characteristics as previously 
reported, are not the limiting factor in the determination 
of system capabilities. 

3.2 The evaluation performed for the charging and relief 
systems show that the OPS has the relief capability to 
mitigate the charging-letdown mismatch pressure transient. 

3.3 In Reference 2b CYAPCO provided its original analysis 
of the RCS pressure response, assuming the mass injection 
from the HPSI pump into a water-solid RCS, to determine 
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the pressure transient which would occur based upon 
actuation of one and two spring operated relief valve(s) 
at back pressures of 10 psig and 100 psig. 

The revised figures herein showing the resultant RCS 
pressures were obtained by adjusting the relief valve 
capacity curves and HPSI pump discharge curve for reduced 
flows resulting from friction losses. 

Figure 1A shows the resultant RCS pressure with one 
and two OPS spring relief valve(s) operational, assuming 
a 10 psig back pressure; Figure 2A shows the results 
assuming a 100 psig back pressure. 

It should be noted that peak RCS system pressures 
are significantly less than originally represented based 
on the actual mass injection rates at the RCS boundary as 
compared to the HPSI pump discharge rates from its per
formance curve without regard for system configuration and 
resultant system resistance losses. 

4.0 ADDITIONAL SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS 
CYAPCO has reviewed system modifications deemed practicable 

which would provide additional RCS overpressurization relief 
capacity for the complete mitigation of the HPSI pump injection 
transient. It has been determined that the most practical 
method of achieving this goal would be to install a relief 
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piping train, similar to those presently installed, which 
would tie into a lateral between the pressurizer and a code 
safety valve and discharge into the ten inch (10") discharge 
pipe as near to the pressurizer relief tank as feasible. This 
installation would provide a direct and independent relief path 
from the RCS without affecting the safety related functions of 
other equipment. 

Alternative raodifications to provide increased relief 
capacity which were considered included (1) increasing the 
capacity of tha existing OPS, and (2) installation of a relief 
train in the HPSI piping between the pump and RCS loop. These 
alternatives were not considered in further detail since 
(1) they would require more extensive piping rework than the 
more practical method because of the present flow limiting 
piping configuration, or (2) they could affect the safety 
related function of the 2CCS. Modifications to utilize the 
RHR system were previously evaluated and rejected. 

In addition to the consideration of alternatives to in
crease relief capacity, an evaluation of possible HPSI system 
modifications was conducted to consider the viability of 
either limiting HPSI pump flow or tripping the HPSI pump in 
the event of an inadvertant injection. The hardware changes, 
control circuitry and added administrative requirements were 
determined to degrade the ECCS safety function on the basis 
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of: (1) reducing the system's capability to limit fuel rod 
cladding temperatures in the event of a postulated accident, 
and (2} reduced reliability, and were, therefore, considered 
not to be viable alternatives. 

5.0 COST AND f-CKEDULE 
CXAPCO has currently spent in excess of $1,000,000 for 

the present RCS Overpressure Protection System. The additional 
expenses which would be incurred as a result of the installa
tion of the additional relief capacity described in Section 4.0 
are estimated to be approximately $400,000 based on a compari
son of the scopes of work involved, exclusive of both ALARA 
and replacement power cost. 

As part of the value impact consideration and our ALARA 
Occupational Exposure Program, the dollar value for each 
occupational radiation exposure per^on-rem must be included 
in the above estimate. 

CYAPCO has placed the total dollar va.l n' of an occupa
tional exposure person-rem at $5,000, which includes both the 
manpower replacement cost and the societal cost. Consequently, 
the estimate increases to a total of $675,000, including the 
cost of approximately 1100 manhours of work in a radiation aone 
of 50 milli-rem per hour. 
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The earliest practical installation schedule, contingent 
upon the availability of components and their deliveries, 
would b» the next refueling outage, currently scheduled for 
early 1979- It should be noted that the estimated cost pre
sented above is based on a non-critical path schedule and that 
the performance of the subject modification on a critical path 
or forced outage basis would result in additional costs for 
replacement energy of approximately $300,000 per day, 

6.0 VALUE IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
As previously presented, CYAPCO proposes that the pre

sently installed OPS and the Technical Specifications submitted 
in our correspondence of January 3, 1978 provide a combina
tion of hardware and software measures which adequately serve 
the function of RCS overpressurization protection. The 01-3 
limits peak RCS pressures below hydro limits during the HPSI 
pump injection transient, while the probability of the event 
is minimized (if not eliminated) by the requirements established 
in the Technical Specifications. 

Evaluating that portion of plant life during which time 
thf RCS is vulnerable to a HPSI pump injection and the prob
ability of the occurrence which would result in this event 
diminishes the significance of the transient dramatically. 
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The Haddam Neck Plant is licensed to operate into the 
year 2004, which establishes the plant's remaining life at 
twenty-six (26) years or approximately sixty percent (60%) 
of the design life. Based on the average period of fourteen 
(14) months between refuelings, twenty-two (22) scheduled 
shutdowns are expected during the balance of plant life. 
CYAPCO has also assumed that there will be one (1) additional 
forced outage between each of the scheduled outages. This 
figure is considered conservative since the majority of the 
off-the-line time is expended with the nuclear plant in hot 
standby. As a result, there are forty-three (43) shutdown 
(heatup and cooldown) cycles during which the Haddam Neck 
Plant will be in an operational mode susceptible to the HPSI 
transient. It should also be noted that during the major 
portion of the shutdown period, the RCS is in a vented con
ditio:] (i.e., not solid and closed). 

The analysis of administrative and procedural errors which 
could lead to the activation of a HPSI system during undesir
able conditions was performed on the basis of human reliability 
since the primary or contributing cause of the HPSI pump 
injection is the result of incorrect or lack of correct 
operator action. The probability o£ each event/error and the 
sequence of events which would result in the activiation of a 
HPSI pump is presented in the Overpressure Condition Fault Tree 
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in Figure 3. The fault tree shows the probability of the 
HPSI Pump Overpressurization Transient per cooldown/heatup 
cycle. Multiplying by the number of cycles assumed over the 
life of the plant leads to a value of .46 x 1C~ 6 for the prob
ability of the event taking place. 

The number of operations and the type that are performed 
in each cycle are approximate, but conservative. Probabilities 
were calculated from data in Reference 3, Table III 6-1 and are 
shown in Table 1. Additionally, the probabilities presented 
herein are considered conservative since a second individual/ 
shift supervisor is present in the control room to note and 
correct the errors and thus reduces the probability of occur
rence . 

Momentarily disregarding the credibility of the event, 
the peak RCS pressure resulting from the HPSI injection are 
plotted against the Connecticut Yankee Limit Curves for 
Hydrostatic and Leak Testing in Figure 4. Cl'APCO considers 
the comparison of HPSI transient pressure to hydro pressure 
both relevant and significant in determining any cumulative 
impact of the given transient on the lieftime cyclic trans
ients to which the reactor vessel is subjected. Based on the 
assumption that a hydrostatic test is performed during each 
of the remaining twenty-two (22) sched; led outages in the 
plant's life, the slight probability of the HPSI transient 
and the considerably smaller magnitude of pressure to which 
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the RCS is subjected are deemed negligible, in relation to 
the slope of permissible pressures in the Appendix G Hydro
static Curves. 

In conclusion, CYAPCO does not consider the HPSI pump 
injection transient a credible event based on the Fault Tree 
Ant Lysis presented above and the 10~6 probability value for 
the postulated HPSI injection incident. The Overpressure 
Protection System presently installed at the Haddam Neck 
Plant in conjunction with administrative measures adequately 
protects the Reactor Coolant System against all low tempera
ture overpressurization transients, including the HPSI pump 
injection. 

CYAPCO does not consider the installation of additidal 
relief capacity costing in excess of $600,000 justified on a 
value impact basis, since the additional protaction would 
provide inconsequential benefit based on risk considerations. 

Consequently, CVAPCO considers the original proposal as 
the long term solution to postulated low temperature RCS over-
pressurization transients justified on a technical and value 
impact basis. Hence, no further action is believed necessary 
by CYAPCO to mitigate the water solid reactor coolant over-
pressurization events. 
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FIGURE 3 
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DOCKET MO. 50-213 
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OVERPRESSURE CONDITION FAULT TREE 

OVERPRESSURE 
CONDITION 
OCCURS 

1.08 X IO - 8 PEW CYCLE 

S.4 X 10" 9 

hPSI PUMP 
VALVE " A" 

OPEN 

3 X 10 1-3 

6 X i0~3 

ALVE--
LOCKED \ 
OPEN BY ) 
POSITION/ 
ERROR.-' 

3 X 10' .-3 

LPSI SYSTEM 
•t . . 1 

ACTUATES 

n 
5.4 X 10 ,-9-

HPSI SYSTEN • • B » 
ACTUATES 

(NOMINALLY 
IDENTICAL TO 
SYSTEM " A " ) 

9 X 10~ 7 

HPSI PUMP 
" A " 
STARTS 

7~\ 

— 6 X 10~ 3 

1.5 X 10 

f ! 
PUMP " A " 
SWITCH IS 

'—»-f ACTUATED j 

GIVEN* 43 CYCLES REMAINING IN LIFE OF PLANT 
PROBABILITY OF EVENT OVER LIFE OF PLANT 

= (1.08 X 10~ 8 PEW CYCLE)(A3 CYCLES) 
1= .46 X 10-6 
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TABLE i 
PROBABILITIES DEVELOPED AS FOLLOWS 

PROBABILITY OF ACCIDENTAL ACTUATION OF HPSI 
PUMP SWITCH ON CONTROL BOARD C (EACH) 

NUMBER OF OPERATIONS ON ADJACENT BOARD D TOTAL 72 EACH COOLOOWN-STARTUP CYCLE. 

24 SIMILAR SWITCH—DISSIMILAR LOCATION 
PROBABILITY OF ACTUATING HPSI SWITCH — 24 x io~3 

12 DISSIMILAR SWITCH—ADJACENT LOCATION 
PROBABILITY OF ACTUATING HPSI SWITCH — 12 X 10-3 

36 DISSIMILAR SWITCH—DISSIMILAR LOCATION 
PROBABILITY OF ACTUATING HPSI SWITCH — 36 X 10~6 

M*tBER OF OPERATIONS ON BOARD C TOTAL 28 EACH CCOLDOWN-STARTUP CYCLE. 

12 SIMILAR SWITCH—OISSIMILfrR L0CAT1CN 
PROBABILITY OF ACTUATING HPSI SWITCH — 12 X 10-3 

2 DISSIMILAR SWITCH—ADJACENT LOCATION 
PROBABILITY OF ACTUATING HP5I SWITCH — 2 x io - 3 

14 DISSIMILAR SWITCH—DISSIMILAR LOCATION 
PROBABILITY OF ACTUATING HPSI SWITCH — 14 X 1CT6 

AVERAGE PROBABILITY OF ACTUATING HPSI SWITCH GIVEN THE WRONG SWITCH FOR A GIVEN 
OPERATION IS ACTUATED. 

50.05 X 10~3 

100 TOTAL OPERATIONS 
P = .5 X 10~ 3 PER CYCLE 

PROBABILITY OF WRONG SWITCH BEING OPERATED FOR GIVEN CYCLE 

100 TOTAL OPERATIONS X 3 X LO - 3
 P E R OPERATION 

P = 3 X 10 - 1 PER CYCLE 
PROBABILITY OF RACKING OUT WRONG BREAKER 

3 X 10 - 3 

PROBABILITY OF FORGETTING TO RACK OUT BREAKER OR LOCK OUT VALVE 

3 X 10 - 3 

PROBABILITY OF LOCKING OJT VALVE IN INCORRECT STATE 

3 X 10 - 3 
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